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Abstract
This thesis proposes a method for indexing and browsing archives of multimedia documents,
and in particular meeting recordings, using printable documents and links. Existing systems
for indexing and browsing multimedia data have four main limits. First, the indexing requires
high-level abstractions extracted from multimedia documents, which is still an unsolved problem
for rich media such as images or videos. Second, existing systems do not take into account the
correlations between multimedia documents, but manage them as isolated documents. Third,
users are only weakly involved within the indexing process. Fourth, users can search specic
documents, but rarely can browse an archive.
In this thesis, we propose a methodology acting at three levels, as solution to these limits.
At the rst level, printable documents are annotated with high-level information. The user can
either supervise an automatic analysis process or add supplemental information. At the second
level, groups of correlated multimedia documents, e.g. belonging to a meeting, are aligned in
order to elicit their relationships. The latter can be represented with temporal links, thematic
links, etc. The users can validate the links created automatically. At the third level, all multimedia documents are aligned. At this stage the information is indexed thanks to annotations,
whereas calculated links are stored. Consequently, this solution enables users to search and
browse all types of multimedia documents archives.
This methodology has been integrated in a system. Its architecture is exible and can be
easily extended. At the rst level, a novel analysis tool automatically annotates PDF documents
with their structural information. The annotations can be validated and extended using a
graphical user interface. At the second level, we apply multimedia alignments and lexical analysis
for creating links between all the multimedia documents of a meeting. A relational indexing
system has also been integrated: it structures meeting archives, by indexing textual information
and by storing links. Finally, two browsers have been developed for respectively replaying a
meeting or browsing an entire collection of multimedia documents.
The integration of an indexing and browsing system for meeting archives validates our model.
Furthermore, various user evaluations have assessed the usability of links and the usefulness of
printable documents for browsing a meeting. For this purpose, two evaluation methods have been
set up, for evaluating respectively the individual modalities and the components of a meeting
browser.
The main contribution of this thesis is a model for structuring archives of multimedia documents, validated with meeting collections. Our model is centered on the transfer of information
from printable documents to other multimedia documents and integrates the user at each level.
Various tools have also been integrated and evaluated, validating our technology for indexing
and browsing multimedia archives. In the future, the model presented in this thesis could be
applied to other collections of multimedia data, such as personal information or television news.
i

Résumé
Cette thèse propose une méthode pour indexer et explorer des archives de documents multimédias, en particulier des enregistrements de réunions, grâce à des documents imprimables et à des
liens. Aujourd'hui, les systèmes d'indexation et d'exploration de données multimédias ont quatre
limitations majeures. 1) L'indexation requiert des abstractions de haut niveau extraites des documents multimédias. Le problème demeure irrésolu pour des médias riches comme l'image et la
vidéo ; 2) les systèmes actuels ne considèrent pas les corrélations entre documents multimédias,
qui sont plutôt traités comme des documents isolés ; 3) l'utilisateur est souvent peu impliqué
dans le processus d'indexation ; 4) les utilisateurs peuvent chercher des documents spéciques,
mais peuvent rarement explorer une archive sans requête précise.
Dans cette thèse, nous proposons une méthodologie sur trois niveaux comme solution à ces
limitations. Au premier niveau, les documents imprimables sont annotés avec des informations
de haut niveau, tels que le contenu et leurs structures. L'utilisateur peut soit superviser le processus automatique d'analyse, soit éditer de l'information supplémentaire. Au deuxième niveau,
des groupes de documents multimédias corrélés, par exemple appartenant à une réunion, sont
alignés pour découvrir leurs relations, qui peuvent être représentées avec des liens thématiques,
temporels, etc. Les utilisateurs peuvent valider ces liens créés automatiquement. Au troisième
niveau, l'information est indexée grâce aux annotations et les liens sont sauvegardés.
Cette méthodologie a été intégrée dans un système à l'architecture exible et extensible.
Au premier niveau, un outil d'analyse automatique annote des documents PDF avec leurs informations structurelles. Les annotations peuvent être validées et étendues avec une interface
graphique. Au deuxième niveau, des alignements multimédias et lexicaux créent les liens entre tous les types de documents multimédias dans une réunion. Puis, un système d'indexation
structure les archives de réunions, en indexant l'information textuelle et en sauvegardant les
liens. Enn, deux navigateurs permettent respectivement de rejouer une réunion et d'explorer
une collection entière de documents multimédias.
L'intégration d'un système d'indexation et d'exploration pour des archives de réunions a permis de valider notre modèle. De plus, plusieurs évaluations utilisateur ont validé l'utilité des liens
et des documents imprimables pour explorer les enregistrements d'une réunion. Deux méthodes
d'évaluation ont été ainsi dénies, pour évaluer respectivement les modalités individuelles et les
composantes d'un navigateur de réunions.
La contribution principale de cette thèse est un modèle pour structurer des archives de
documents multimédias, validé avec des collections de réunions. Notre modèle est basé sur la
liaison automatique entre des documents imprimables et d'autres médias et il intègre l'utilisateur
à tous les niveaux. Plusieurs outils ont été intégrés et testés, en validant notre technologie
d'indexation et d'exploration d'archives multimédias. Dans le future, le modèle présenté tout au
long de cette thèse pourrait être appliqué à d'autres collections de données multimédias, comme
par exemple des informations personnelles ou des journaux télévisés.
ii
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Chapter 1

Introduction
During the last decades, text was the standard form for exchanging digital information between
people, either in websites or in electronic documents. At best, textual documents were enriched
with graphics and images, e.g. charts, tables, and photos. Recently, a new type of communication
raised up: the production and dissemination of multimedia information, in which text, graphics
and images can be coupled with dierent media streams, such as video and audio. The word
"multimedia" is composed of Latin sux "multi" and of the plural of noun "medium". A
medium is a vector of information, i.e. a document such as videos, audio, images, or textual
documents. Thus, the word "multimedia" indicates a group of heterogeneous and coexisting
media. The term "multimedia" is widely used in dierent contexts, e.g. information technologies,
art, advertisement, etc., but its denition is ambiguous. For instance, if the term indicates the
coexistence of dierent streams of information, a newspaper containing both text and photos
could be either a single medium or a multimedia document. In this thesis, we consider multimedia
documents as data made of streams that might be both recorded and reproduced by dierent
physical devices. Therefore, according to this assumption, a newspaper with photos is a unique
medium.
Multimedia data are characterized by several peculiarities and advantages: they are rich in
content, time-based, and today can be produced with low-cost devices. These characteristics are
only a part of the benets that have encouraged the rapid diusion of multimedia information
in several aspects of everyday life.
A recent trend consists in recording lectures, conferences, and meetings. Preparing and
recording these events produce a huge amount of multimedia information: textual documents
and slideshows presented by speakers, audio recordings of the dialogues, videos of participants,
websites, and so on. In fact, multimedia documents preserve information that is hard to represent
or consult in the classical printable documents. For instance, a lecture contains more than
the script distributed to the students: it is also composed of professor's speech, notes, and
his gestures. Similarly, the spoken dialogues, persons' emotions, and the discussed textual
documents are part of meetings and conferences' information.
1
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The production and dissemination of multimedia information involve the collaboration of
several processes, such as the recording, the processing of multimedia content, and the access
to the structured information. These processes are dened in Section 1.1, which sketches the
requirements of a system for managing multimedia collections. Dening such a system is a complex task, because it must coordinate diverse technologies developed in various elds of computer
science, e.g. document or speech recognition, information retrieval, information visualization,
and so on. Furthermore, these technologies must be considered in an integrated process, rather
than independently. Their limits are detailed in Section 1.2.
In this thesis, we propose a novel solution for structuring and accessing archives of multimedia documents. Our solution take into account the limits of existing technologies, which are
organized in order to mutually compensate their respective lacks. More precisely, we propose
a complete system for organizing multimedia collections of meetings and various interactive
visualizations for reproducing them.

1.1 Requirements for Organizing Multimedia Data Collections
The main processes involved in multimedia information management are recording, mining,
indexing, retrieval, and replay.
The recording of multimedia data consists of capturing and storing the information using
camcorders, microphones, scanners, electronic ink, and so on. The documents synthesized for
an event, for instance textual documents, slideshows, and images, also belong to the recorded
data.
Structuring this recorded information is a non-trivial task that needs the understanding of
documents' content, the classication of data in respect of the message they contain, and a
mechanism for accessing the arranged information. These requirements are focused in three
disciplines of the computer science: the data mining, the indexing and the retrieval. The Data

mining consists in extracting useful and relevant information from the original document, composed of one or more media. Mined information can be high-level abstractions such as semantic
and temporal information, summaries, structures, etc. Extracted information is further involved
with indexing, which associates one or more indexes to the multimedia document, in order to
classify it according to its content. The retrieval aims to match the information of the indexed
archive with a query submitted by a user.
Finally, when a user retrieves multimedia information, he can replay it: recorded and structured multimedia data can be reproduced on physical devices such as screens and loudspeakers.
The replay takes into account how to present the data to the users and proposes functionalities
for interacting with the displayed multimedia documents.
Nowadays, search engines such as Google widely use techniques of mining, indexing, and
retrieving to organize huge collection of multimedia information. Similarly, these techniques
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are required for structuring and accessing large collections of lectures, conferences and meetings
recordings.

1.2 Limits of the Technologies for Multimedia Data Organization
The amount of produced multimedia information is nowadays considerable, but the necessary
technologies for its organization and redistribution are not ecient. For instance, Google, the
most powerful existing search engine, only permits to search either textual documents or labelled
images. Moreover, users can not search these media at the same time. This lack is provoked
by the limitations of technologies for mining, indexing, retrieving, and replaying that are still in
their infancy for some categories of media, such as video and audio recordings. Most of these
technologies have been developed in monomodal1 context and are aected by the following
drawbacks:

Unequal Quality of High-level Abstractions
The monomodal techniques for mining information extract high-level abstractions from documents, describing more or less precisely the meaning and the message of the medium. These
dierences can be critical when indexing and retrieving multimedia documents.
Systems analyzing videos and images are tuned for recognizing precise thematic contents, i.e.
persons, locations, objects, etc. Recognized information can be associated to text, permitting to
index those media. Unfortunately, since systems are specialized for only detecting well-dened
information, the content of videos and images is not fully indexable. Moreover, in the case
of meetings, most videos are focused on the speakers during the whole recording and, thus,
the document is hard to segment in thematic scenes. This lack of structures implies that the
indexing will be less precise.
On the other hand, still in the context of meetings, the recordings of dialogues can be transcribed through automatic analysis techniques. This high-level information is rich in thematic
contents, but at same time it can be redundant and weakly structured.
To wrap up, when thematic information does not describe the full content of multimedia
documents, the amount of indexes is limited. Consequently, the documents are dicult or
impossible to retrieve by users. Similarly, the lack of structures does not allow to identify the
exact parts of document containing the searched information. High-level information, which
evenly describe thematic and structural contents for each category of multimedia documents,
improve both the indexing and the retrieval mechanism.
1

The "monomodal" term indicates the use of a unique modality, such as the voice, the vision and so on. The
coexistence of modalities is expressed by "multimodal" word. The "monomodal analysis" aims to extract from
a document a well-dened modality of human communication, i.e. the gestures or gazes from videos, the speech
from audio, etc.

4
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Correlations between Multimedia Documents Ignored
In general, analysis methods do not take into account the correlations between multimedia documents. For instance, mining of newspapers and newscasts containing both audio and video is
accomplished by methods that take into account a unique medium a time. Thematic, temporal, and geographic correlations between these documents are frequently ignored. Eliciting the
relationships between several media can improve the eciency of the individual mining techniques, by correcting and mutually completing the high-level abstractions extracted from each
medium. Furthermore these relationships can be used as indexes for facilitating the organization
of multimedia data collections.

Limited Role of Users
The technologies involved with multimedia organization either ignore the users or do not suciently explore the opportunities of interaction between them and the automatic systems. Users
can be implied in the organization of multimedia data collections, by validating the results of
mining techniques and by creating high-level information useful for the indexing. From the
retrieval point of view, the current trend consists in improving the performances of automatic
methods for organizing and accessing data. For instance, indexing engines try to detect the most
relevant documents and to dene rankings of documents matching a query. Although these functionalities are useful and interesting, we believe that retrieval mechanisms shall more and more
involve the users, because persons are able to interpret information better than computers. For
instance, a good visualization of the data allows to present hundreds of documents to the users,
which are able to nd the expected information. Thus, the future retrieval systems must oer to
the users the opportunity of exploring either the whole collection of documents or a consistent
part of it, instead of automatically proposing the documents that are supposed to be the most
interesting.

1.3 Goals of This Work
This PhD thesis proposes a novel approach for organizing and reproducing multimedia data
recordings. The approach is an attempt at overcoming the limits enumerated in the previous
section. In particular, it tackles three main challenges:

Textual Documents as Structuring and Thematic Vectors
Although textual documents are less rich of contents than media such as video and audio, most
of their mining techniques are reliable and provide structured and thematic information. The
latter is well-suited for indexing mechanisms. In this thesis, we propose to use the high-level
information extracted from textual documents to complete that of other media, more dicult to
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mine. Completing the high-level information enriching media such as video, audio and images
will enhance their indexing.

Cross-media Alignments
The relationships between multimedia documents can be thematic, as well as temporal, geographic, articially dened by users in respect of their perception, and so on. In this thesis we
propose to elicit and extract these correlations, in order to use them as indexes for structuring a
meetings collection. Furthermore, we propose to develop interactive visualizations that exploit
the relationships between documents as main artifact for navigation.

Information Visualization to Complement Mining
Finally, we propose to represent the meetings collection using techniques of information visualization. These methods allow to display a huge amount of multimedia documents and to
elicit the structure of the collection. Moreover, the interactive visualizations allow to integrate
new searching and browsing mechanisms, which are not used in existing search engines such
as Google. These mechanisms also imply the development of new techniques for information
retrieval.

1.4 Structure of This Thesis
In addition to this introductive chapter, this manuscript is composed of six other chapters.
Chapter 2 is a state of the art that presents the limits and peculiarities of recent related
works, which deal with the organization and navigation in multimedia archives. Four elds of
research are involved in this thesis and are presented in four respective sections: multimedia
data management, events indexing and browsing, methods for analyzing textual documents
and visualization techniques. A fth section illustrates the scientic contribution of this thesis
relative to the presented domains.
Chapter 3 proposes a generic model for multimedia data representation. The general approach of our method is explained and all its actors are described in details. We further present
an instance of the model applied to meetings collections.
Chapter 4 presents the whole analysis chain for a collection of events, e.g. of meetings. The
rst step consists of automatically analyzing a single medium. In our approach, we focus on
the analysis of printable documents in PDF format. After analysis, a specic tool allows the
users to correct these results. Next, the chapter explains how the results of individual media
analysis are involved in the analysis of an event. In particular, this analysis elicits the hidden
correlations between multimedia documents belonging to an event. Again, users should validate
automatically calculated results through specic interactive tools.
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Chapter 5 is dedicated to the indexing of events collections. The indexing follows and takes
full benet of the results obtained by events analysis. Firstly, this chapter introduces the full
architecture of the indexing system and then it details the dierent components. In particular, it
explains how to import events recordings, to remove multiple instances of identical documents,
to index multimedia documents and to align them. Multimodal alignment is a technique that
discover the thematic and temporal relationships between multimedia documents. Moreover,
this chapter presents techniques for automatically extracting keywords from multimedia documents, for creating a ranking and for clustering similar documents. The querying and retrieval
mechanisms are as well explained. Then, the chapter discusses users' opportunities for manipulating and updating the data indexed by our system. Finally, this chapter summarizes the
performances of the system, obtained while automatically importing two collections of meetings.
Chapter 6 illustrates the browsers that are proposed to the users to search and browse into the
events collections. The rst browser is JFriDoc, which has been developed to browse through
a single event and which explores new visualization and interaction paradigms for managing
synchronized multimedia documents. The second browser is FaericWorld that allows to visualize
an entire collection of events, to browse within, and to validate its automatically calculated
indexes. The navigation task is insured thanks to a new browsing paradigm, which takes benet
of the elicited relationships between multimedia documents. Chapter 6 also presents the dataow
and architecture of the system for indexing and browsing meeting collections. Finally, the chapter
lasts with three JFriDoc user evaluations, which target at measuring the eciency of alignments
for searching information, of textual document modality for navigating in a meeting, and of the
interactive components composing the browser.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. After a summary of the thesis, the chapter analyzes
the limits of our techniques and proposes future extensions and potential improvements.

Chapter 2

State of the Art in Multimedia
Indexing and Management
Technologies
Multimedia data production has drastically augmented in the last decade. On one hand, lowcost devices such as web-cameras and multimedia mobile phones are more and more powerful
and accessible to everybody. On the other hand, storing device capacity as well as Internet's
speed have signicantly augmented and people are being stimulated to produce and redistribute
multimedia information.

Figure 2.1: The schema synthesizes how the dierent elds of research presented in this chapter
inuence multimedia indexing and management technologies.
Unfortunately, existing technologies for organizing and disseminating multimedia data are
7
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often primitive or not adapted for reacting to this data production growth. This chapter is
dedicated to the state of the art in the domain of multimedia corpora indexing and browsing
and presents the lacks this thesis tries to tackle. In fact, multimedia management systems must
mix knowledge coming from dierent elds of computer engineering, which are discussed in four
dierent sections. Figure 2.1 shows how these elds relate to each other. Section 2.1 presents
current techniques dedicated to the creation of annotations on multimedia information and emphasizes their strengths and weaknesses. Annotations can extend an original document with
semantic information, in order to improve the eciency of multimedia indexing and retrieval
systems. Section 2.2 presents systems developed for events recording and browsing. Events such
as conferences or meetings. Each system is based on a specic type of media for accessing the
whole event's information. Section 2.3 presents processing techniques for extracting annotations from static documents, which are the cornerstone of our multimedia management system.
Section 2.4 presents browsing and visualization techniques useful for representing the correlations existing within multimedia documents collections. Finally, the Section 2.5 announces the
challenges tackled in this thesis, highlighting its contributions.

2.1 Multimedia Indexing and Management
All existing systems that manage documents need to represent them in a concise manner, in
order to eciently retrieve the information required by the users. Documents classication and
retrieval are performed thanks to indexes. Typically, documents are indexed with text strings,
i.e. represented by few and discriminating words (or stems) that summarize their content. The
indexing systems calculate these indexes in an automatic manner, using dierent analysis techniques. For instance, it can create an inverted le containing documents' relevant words [103].
Nowadays, these techniques obtain satisfying results with textual documents (see Section 2.3).
At opposite, indexing multimedia information is more dicult: although media such as video
and audio can be replayed by computers, their thematic content can not be directly accessed by
indexing systems. The solution for overcoming this problem consists in annotating these media
with supplemental data, which indexing systems can interpret and use. Currently, we distinguish
four methodologies for creating annotations useful for indexing multimedia documents: manual,
automatic, combined manual and automatic, and, nally, alignment based annotations.
Users perform manual annotation, without any support from analysis systems. Persons try
to interpret images, video and audio, in order to add the labels that summarize their content. At
a glance, this methodology seems to produce good indexes, but in fact it has two big drawbacks.
Firstly, people interpret media's content using personal perception, experience and knowledge
and, consequently, the quality and universality of manual annotation is not guaranteed. YouTube
[109] is a typical example of a system, in which users upload videos and then add labels for
indexing their documents. Frequently, these annotations correspond only marginally with the
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real content and, moreover, they are vague and do not take into account the dierent sequences
of the video. The second drawback of manual annotations is the cost. Professional labelling,
which is de facto a solution to the previous problem, is very expensive in time and need experts
who are friendly with indexing systems: choosing a good label means not only that the semantic
is correct, but also that the chosen words are useful for retrieving the document. For instance,
Janecek [53] and Yee [108] use corpora annotated by experts in their works.

Automatic annotation follows another approach, which tries to overcome manual annotation drawbacks. In this case, analysis systems process the documents in order to extract high
level information. Such systems are rather complex and tuned by experts of specic analysis
domains. In [92], Swain presents various works that integrate automatic methods for indexing
audio, video, and images. In general, the integrated analysis techniques extrapolate low-level
features that are specialized for describing a well-dened subset of documents. For instance,
the features used for analyzing images can be based on distribution of colors, textures, etc.
Videos analysis techniques are derived from images analysis methods and furthermore take into
account temporal features, as well as spatial and motion activities. All these low-level features
are poor of semantic information and need to be associated to specic themes and concepts.
Audio analysis methods use both low-level characteristics such as phonetic units and high-level
features such as dictionaries. In the most cases, existing analysis systems take into account only
one particular category of media. Recently, Smith et al. proposed an automatic method [91],
which uses model vectors for indexing multimedia documents. Each vector is correlated with a
specialized semantic concept detector and is mapped in the model. Although obtained results
are interesting, the set of concepts is restricted.
The hybrid approach combines both manual and automatic annotations. This method targets
at automatically producing valid annotations from low-level features, in order to reduce and
simplify the user's involvement in repetitive tasks. M4Note [37] is a multimodal system that
allows to record and to annotate videos with basic features such as time, format, etc. Further,
users use electronic ink and speech for easily annotating video frames with textual content. The
drawback of these systems consists in the calculated low-level features, i.e. video format, frames
per second, etc., that are often too basic, not interesting for the nal user, and not useful for the
indexing system. For creating annotations, other works have explored more evolved methods
based on document analysis. In [70], Moënne-Loccoz et al. present a framework that allows to
create systems for indexing large collection of videos. The framework combines methods for the
automatic analysis of video with manual annotation dened within an ontology. FutureViewer
[19] is a framework that provides a graphical user interface for visualizing and annotating lowlevel features extracted automatically from videos. The visualization elicits videos' semantics
and lets users dene and tag clusters of shots. In general, these systems generate sophisticated
information in an automatic way, but require also that users are condent with the domain,
in order to correctly interpret the results and to produce coherent annotations. To wrap up,
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the hybrid approach is promising, but, in general, automatic annotations are either simplistic
or poor of semantics. Consequently, user intervention is still too important for dening useful
annotations. Moreover, in general existing methods take into account only one document at
a time, without creating annotations that describe the implicit relationships within the entire
document collection.

Alignment based annotation is a recent trend that studies the various similarities between
dierent multimedia documents, with the purpose of transferring information from a document
to another and, thus, of indexing the data. Originally, alignment techniques were developed in
order to correlate multilingual documents.
For instance, the MUMIS system [60] indexes videos of football matches thanks to alignment
of related textual documents. These documents correspond to news, commentaries transcripts,
etc. in three dierent languages. All the analysis results are combined in respect of well-dened
rules, in order to align the dierent sources, to complete the missing content, and to improve
their indexing. Behera [10] extracts from videos the slides presented during a meeting or a
conference. The detected images are then aligned with the original slideshows, augmenting both
media: presented documents are enriched with timestamps, whereas videos inherit the content
from the slide. Likewise, Lalanne and Mekhaldi's technique of multimodal alignment is based
on textual content similarity [68] and takes mainly into account the static documents presented
in a meeting and the transcript of speakers' audio recordings. The alignment augments both
media, adding in particular timestamps to static documents and structuring the transcribed
dialogues thanks to static documents. In these works, document alignments have produced
reliable results and have demonstrated how to automatically create annotations and indexes
on multimedia documents dicult to mine with monomodal techniques. For this reason, we
believe that document alignment can be used to align static documents, from which semantic
information can be easily extracted, with other kinds of media such as audio, video, and so on.

2.2 Events Indexing and Browsers
A recent trend consists in recording some events of interest such as lectures, conferences and
meetings. We refer to them globally as "events". They are containers of synchronized and
heterogeneous multimedia documents that coexist at the same moment and that are thematically
linked. Information associated to events include:

• Printable documents such as papers, news, agendas, newspapers, reports, accounting tables, etc.;

• Speakers' audio and video recordings;
• Slideshows;
• Websites;
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• Participants' notes through electronic ink;
• Whiteboard marks with pen strokes;
• Metadata specifying recording attributes, i.e. date, hour, participants' identities, place,
etc.
Although all the events are composed of similar types of multimedia data, their global structures
are dierent. Rogina suggests that meetings are more dicult to index than lectures, because
they are less planned [86] and also because they involve multiple speakers. In particular, three
dierences are highlighted: 1) the quality of speech acoustic is better in lectures, when the
speaker wears the microphone; 2) the availability of presented documents is sometimes lacking
in meetings; and 3) the speaking style is more controlled when presenting a lecture. We consider
that talks at conferences are more similar to lectures than meetings, because their structure is
rather rigid and strictly related to the structure of a scientic paper. Despite of these structural
dierences, the works and the researches based on events use analogous indexing techniques and
in general share the same targeted user-tasks, i.e. playing the synchronized multimedia data,
browsing and searching for specic content and summarizing the event. Firstly, this section
illustrates the most relevant works in the domain of events recording, indexing and browsing, and
secondly presents a general discussion about them, in order to highlight the unsolved problems
in this research eld.

2.2.1 Lectures and Conferences Recording
The Cornell Lecture browser [71] aims at automatically producing a multimedia document from
recordings of seminars, talks, or class lectures. The authors focused their work on passive
recording, which targets at preserving speaker's behavior, i.e. the system does not require
invasive and explicit actions for facilitating multimedia indexing. For instance, the speaker is
not forced to use specic devices such as whiteboards or to prepare its talk in a specic manner
dened by the recording system. The media involved in this project are videos and slides, which
are automatically synchronized and aligned. Users can play the event, by viewing the slides and
one video composed of alternated shots taken by two cameras. The navigation is either slideor time-based, i.e. the user can browse the meeting by clicking a discussed slide or through a
timeline. Further, the Lecture Browser has been extended by Berkeley Multimedia Research
Center with functionalities that allow searching in audio, adding bookmarks, and interacting
with a white board [87, 15].
The eClass [14] project (formerly, Classroom 2000 [2]) targets at capturing the classroom
experience in a collaborative environment, where the students share their notes. The system
requires a pre-production step, in which the teacher prepares the slideshows and the web pages
to be presented. During the lecture, eClass records audio and video streams, as well as the text
written by teachers on the electronic whiteboard and students' handwritten notes. These notes
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are time stamped and used as the main artifact for indexing video and audio streams. After
the lecture, students can play the entire lecture or only part of it, accessing at all the recorded
resources. Moreover, eClass displays a time line enriched with signicant moments, occurred
when the teacher changed the focused slide or presented a website. Students can browse in the
lecture by clicking slides, web links, and handwritten notes, in order to select a specic topic.
Finally, the system oers features for searching keywords in the lecture and editing collaborative
web pages.
Authoring on the Fly (AoF) [69, 49] is a formal framework that denes strict guidelines
for creating multimedia documents from recordings of classroom experiences. Mueller et al.
distinguish three dierent phases involved in lecture recording. In the pre-processing phase,
slideshows, images, simulations, etc. that will be presented in the lecture are packaged. During
the presentation, this material is explained and annotated by teachers using a whiteboard, while
the system records automatically streams of audio, graphics, video, and application commands.
Additionally, remote students are able to participate to the classroom via telepresentation. In the
post-production, the teacher can eliminate imperfections and speech pauses from recorded data.
In the same phase, the recorded streams are synchronized and linked. AoF does not only oer
capabilities for replaying and browsing the lecture using slides, but also explores new paradigms
for accessing recorded data. In particular, Huerst studied the indexing of audio transcript and
slides, taking into account criteria such as text color, size, etc., in order to retrieve pertinent
textual content [47]. Moreover, he proposed elastic panning approach [48], which allows students
to use an elastic slider to set replaying speed, with the purpose of faster retrieving or overviewing
recorded information.
The SMAC project [96] aims at recording, analyzing, indexing, and browsing multimedia conferences archives. The system stores scientic papers and captures the projected slides, speakers'
talks, and related videos. Audio and video streams are directly synchronized at recording stage.
SMAC matches the slideshows video with the original electronic presentation [10], in order to
create indexes for navigating. Moreover, it extracts the electronic content from papers using
Xed (see Subsection 4.2.3) and thematically aligns the results with the slideshow presentation
[68]. The project provides two interfaces for accessing stored data. The rst one is based on
SMIL technology [90] and visualizes the image of current slide as well as the videos of speakers,
conference room, and slideshow presentations. Either a timeline or a bar containing the images
of projected slides allow to navigate in the synchronized conference. The second interface is
web-based and proposes the same functionalities described above. Furthermore, it visualizes
the pages of the presented paper segmented in textual blocs, which can be used as indexes for
navigating in the conference by themes. Recorded conferences are managed thanks to Indico
system [52], which permits to prepare the dierent phases involved in the organization of the
event, generating at the same time metadata useful for indexing. SMAC system is currently
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institute.

2.2.2 Meeting Recordings
Distributed Meetings [30] is a system for meeting and teleconferencing management, which
deals with audio, video, whiteboard marks, and presented documents. An interesting feature of
DM is the portable hardware: a unique ring camera equipped with 5 directional microphones
captures all the participants at the same time.The system segments the speech in respect of
participant intervention, calculated thanks to the multimodal fusion of audio source localization
and of speakers tracking in video. Moreover, it creates indexes from the whiteboard content,
taking into account the timestamps of pen strokes. DM provides a browser that oers both a
basic view of the meeting for teleconferencing and a postproduction view.The latter is the most
complete and allows to visualize the current speaker, the panoramic view calculated with the
dierent video streams, the whiteboard key frames, and a timeline with dialogues segmentation.
Users can jump in the synchronized meeting via whiteboard marks or through the timeline. An
exciting browsing mechanism permits to remove pauses in speech or to speed up the meeting
replay without changing audio pitch.
SMaRT [98] is a system dealing with meetings that aims at enhancing human-human interaction and at integrating computers in a non-intrusive manner. In fact, a consistent part of the
project studies how to interact with the meeting room in real time, using people and voice recognition in order to change slides, to control devices, to view summaries, etc. Recording of audio
and video streams are supported for post-meeting activities thanks to the browser developed at
Interactive Systems Laboratories of the Carnegie Mellon University [97]. The browser allows
to access a collection of meetings, which are enriched with speakers' identities and attitudes,
summaries obtained through dialogue analysis, etc. More precisely, the browser allows to consult
the speech transcript, summaries, and participants' videos, which are time-aligned. Finally, this
browser oers capabilities for navigation, edition, and retrieval of audio and textual content.
LiteMinutes [24] is an Internet-based system developed at FX Palo Alto Laboratory that is
focalized on meeting minutes in HTML format. Its main purpose is the use of emails for enabling
collaborative activities on the minutes, which are composed of notes taken by participants during
the meeting. The system records video and audio streams, the time stamped images of presented
slides, and all the notes taken by participants on their personal computers. LiteMinutes permits to already consult these notes during the meeting: the new annotations are immediately
accessible to each person, segmented into time stamped items and linked with multimedia data
such as images and video. Multimedia data that have been prepared in pre-production phase,
but that have not been presented, are ignored by the system. Users can browse and replay the
meetings thanks to notes that are linked to existing multimedia resources. Furthermore, the
browser visualizes video key frames,calculated in an automatic manner, in both a timeline and
1
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Figure 2.2: In LiteMinutes, the Manga view attributes a major visual relevance to signicant
shots. Image used with permission from FXPAL [24].

a Manga view (confer Figure 2.2). The latter contains signicant frames, annotated with notes
produced at the same time. Finally, the edition task allows to correct or to extend meeting
summary: after each modication, the minute is sent via email to other participants and to the
system.
The Portable Meeting Recorder [64] is a compact system developed at Ricoh Innovations,
which is composed of a omni-directional camera and 4 microphones (cf. Figure 2.3b). The
camera captures a panoramic view of the meeting, whereas the sound sources are redirected to a
multi-channel sound card for processing the signal in real time. The system locates the talking
person thanks to analysis of sound's direction, angle, and elevation, jointly with speakers' face
detection. This localization permits to create a virtual video of the meeting, composed with the
best shots of talking speakers, i.e. when their faces are not occluded and they are facing the
camera. Moreover, the Portable Meeting Recorder analyzes the sound in order to detect the
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Figure 2.3: The MuVie browser (a) and the hardware of meeting browser recorder (b). Figures

are courtesy of Ricoh Innovations, California Research Center [64].

intensity of conversation and the speed of interactions between participants. Furthermore, video
analysis aims at recognizing both the location of the meeting and participant's identity and
motion. MuVIE is the proposed client interface (see Figure 2.3a) that oers several capabilities
for editing, searching textual content, etc. In particular, in this project MuVIE visualizes the
panoramic view of the meeting, the virtual movie with talking persons, speaker transitions, audio
and visual activities, the meeting transcript, and the key frames for navigating in videos. Users
can interact with MuVIE in order to browse, lter speakers, search keywords in transcript, and
so on.
Archivus [66, 5] is at contemporary a meeting browser and a retrieval system developed for
studying multimodal interactions. It displays an archive of meetings using the library metaphor
(cf. Figure 2.4), where each meeting is a book, its subject is the title, the participants are the
authors, and so on. The metaphor has been designed in order to facilitate the dialogue between
inexpert users and the system. In fact, Archivus proposes dierent modalities of communication,
classied as inputs active (voice, keyboard, mouse or pen), input passive (emotions) and outputs
(graphics, sound and text). Each input modality is interchangeable, in order to enable users
to access the meetings using their preferred modalities. Tests on multimodal dialogue structure
have been accomplished using a Wizard Of Oz methodology, in which a human operator, the
Wizard, simulates the system and reacts to the inputs of unaware users. Users can search
information, thanks to a satisfaction constraints mechanism or to analysis of natural language,
and browse into the archive or into one meeting.
The Ferret meeting browser [101] is a modular system developed at IDIAP that allows to
manage an archive of meetings. Firstly, the user selects a meeting from the archive, consult-
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Figure 2.4: The Archivus' interface, based on library metaphor, and its functionalities. Image

reproduced by permission of A. Lisowska.

ing summary information and participants' pictures. Then, the browser proposes all disposable
resources and asks the user to select the data streams of interest, i.e. videos, transcript, documents, etc. So, the browser is congured with the plug-ins necessary for replaying or navigating
in the interesting data. All the media are synchronized and the user can interact with them
using a VCR-like control or a timeline. Moreover, while browsing the users can dynamically
change the visualized resources and load new data streams, replacing or removing the old ones.
In the recent past, the authors proposed the new JFerret framework, useful for fast development
of meeting browsers and used by JFriDoc (see Section 6.2).

2.2.3 A Discussion About Event Recordings
Various papers have proposed a classication of projects involved in indexing and browsing of
multimedia events. Erol presented an exhaustive state of the art in [31], which summarizes
several works classied by their capture systems, content analysis, and retrieval methods, as
well as by content delivery and evaluations. In a dierent way, Tucker and Whittaker classied
meeting browsers by type of control stream (video, audio, and artifacts) [94], whereas Lalanne
and Sire considered the types of streams: control streams, derived streams, and annotations [63].
Unfortunately, all these classications are not completely satisfying and, sometimes, incomplete
or vague for dening a reasonable taxonomy or for integrating all existing projects in an objective
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manner. In fact, this diculty can be justied with a few observations:
1. The earlier works take into account the full organization of events, from recording to
browsing, whereas more recent researches are focusing mainly on precise phases. Thus
these works are not always directly comparable with the same metrics.
2. Frequently, the existing projects take into account the same media streams. Obviously,
such a classication implies that most of the projects belong to the same group, with few
exceptions.
3. In most cases, research in events management is focused on improvement of dierent
analysis techniques in order to resolve an identical problem, for instance to detect the
speaker or to transcribe the speech. Unfortunately, such a classication is not interesting
in the context of this thesis.
Even though the classication of related works remains a dicult task, it is possible to elicit
some topic of discussions and to highlight lacks of existing projects, from the point of view of
printable documents' role and of events relationships.

The Role of Printable Documents
All the projects presented in Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 take into account and analyze media such
as video and audio, but very few investigate printable/printed documents, which are part of the
information available during an event and in our daily lives. Moreover, printed documents can
be analyzed with robust techniques that produce reliable and useful results. In [14, 24, 71, 69],
slides are used as indexes for navigating in lectures, but their thematic content is ignored.
Consequently, users could interpret its message in order to browse, but the content is not used
for indexing purposes.
Full text search is the rst integrated technique using the thematic content of documents for
accessing events recordings [64, 98]. Huerst [47] proposes to enhance this functionality with the
detection of relevant textual content, thanks to typographic properties of text. Although full
text research is an interesting feature, document structures are still ignored. Structures can be
used for improving event indexing, for providing useful information in order to analyze other
media, and for structuring unplanned events such as meeting. These concepts are explained
with more details in the Chapter 4. Document structures have only been integrated in systems
developed in our research group [68, 96] or envisaged in works [66] using the results of Xed, our
technology for recovering the physical structures of PDF les (see Subsection 4.2.3). We believe
that the structures of printable documents are necessary for improving indexing techniques and
that this medium can provide a natural and thematic mean for browsing and searching through
large multimedia repositories.
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Events Relationships
Tucker and Whittaker observe that the existing projects only consider individual and isolated
events, without looking at their relationships and context [95]. In fact, few approaches manage
the whole archive of events and as access points they mainly propose a simple list that provides
basic information [97, 101]. In the best case, the systems group events together by categories and
oer functionalities permitting to search full text in the entire archive [96]. This is a top-down
approach, because the user rstly selects one event and then browse within it. When the user
desires to browse into a new event, it is necessary to go back to the entire list once more.
Archivus [66] is the only browser that proposes some advanced features for browsing and
searching at the archive level. The bookshelf shows groups of related meetings and uses colors
and shades for representing events that match the user's queries. Moreover, the bookshelf is
always visible while browsing and users can select a new meeting without changing the browsing
level. Although this browser is a rst attempt at representing the archive and its relationships,
cross-event management lasts primitive and several problems are not taken into account. For
instance, how do event relate to each other? How do the topics evolve in time into correlated
events? Which documents have been presented in more than one event? Which topics do recur
among uncorrelated events? Actually, these answers are still opened, because existing browsers
do not consider correlations in events archive, neither for indexing nor for browsing.
The next Section 2.3 presents the analysis techniques used in order to automatically annotate
static documents - in particular PDF documents - and to prepare them for ecient alignment
and indexing. In fact, we think that nding the relationships between printable documents
permits to further correlate their dierent events.

2.3 State of the Art in Static Documents Analysis
The word "document " derives from the Latin verb "docere" (to teach, show): thus, the purpose
of documents is to transmit information that is apprehensible by humans. In particular, static

documents are documents that can be printed, such as newspapers, books, etc. They have the
characteristic to be a vector for thematic and structured information, because their appearance
and structures dene the rules for reading and interpreting the content. For instance, a scientic
paper is composed of several text blocks with specic logical functions: keywords, abstract,
chapter, etc. These functions communicate to the reader the relevance of the text they contain
and allow to decide the reading depth. In fact, a person could examine only the paper's abstract
and be advised of the whole content and, therefore, be conscious that it is not necessary to read
further.
Recent works try to automatically extrapolate this high level information, in order to exploit
them in various contexts, such as in indexing and retrieval systems. This discipline is called
"document analysis and recognition ". Subsection 2.3.1 is a general overview of the document
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image analysis techniques, which describes the origins, the vocabulary, and the methods belonging to this discipline. At opposite, Subsection 2.3.2 focuses on the specic domain of PDF
document analysis.

2.3.1 Document Image Analysis
Figure 2.5 represents the phases of document production and the recognition processing chain.
At production, the writer types in the content and denes logical entities, describing thus the
semantic of the document. Then, the editor formats the document, selecting the layout of text,
the fonts, and the colors. These properties dene the physical structure of the document. At
this stage, the document is ready for being rendered as image, which can be printed or viewed
on the screen.

Figure 2.5: Production and recognition chains are reducible to three levels. The semantic or
logical level encapsulates author's message; the layout describes the physical appearance; nally,
the image is the nal reading form.
Document recognition applies a reverse engineering process on printed documents. Although
the steps are symmetric to those involved in the production, the recognition requires many analysis and sub-processing. Firstly, the printed document is digitized using a scanner or synthesized.
The scanned image is in general aicted by geometric deformations and noise that must be
eliminated or attenuated by pre-processing algorithms.
The ltered or digitized image is further analyzed in order to recognize the physical structure,
which groups the characteristics of the document's visual form. Various challenges are involved
with physical structure recovering: page decomposition tackles the problem of separating text
blocks, images, frames, and threads. Optical character recognition (OCR) targets at restituting
the text; the optical font recognition (OFR) analyzes the used fonts. In general, physical structures are independent from any specic class of document and their methods are valid for any
kind of printable documents, for scientic papers as well as for newspapers.
The next phase is the logical structure recognition, which deals with document's logic and
interprets the results of the physical structure recognition. For instance, dierent methods
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are specialized for labelling physical text blocks and for establishing their logical hierarchy.
These methods take into account documents with complex layout, such as newspapers, technical
reports, etc. At opposite to physical structure recognition, the methods for recovering the logical
structures depend on specic document classes (for example, newspaper) and sub-classes (i.e.

"Times" and "Le Monde" ). Moreover, the same class of documents can be interpreted in
dierent manners, according to the targeted application: for instance, one model is adapted for
describing a thesis as a sequence of chapters, composed of titles, section and text bodies, while
another model considers the titles such as the items of the table of content.
All the techniques discussed in this subsection are exhaustively described in various synthesis
books, for instance [17, 23], and conferences proceedings, such as [67, 16].
A recent trend consists in analyzing documents in their electronic form, instead of using
their image. Three reasons justify this approach. Firstly, nowadays 90% of the documents are
available in their electronic form, whereas 10% remains available in their only printed form. Secondly, eliminating the errors provoked by scanning allows to work essentially on the methods of
structures recognition. Thirdly, documents management systems need to prot of the knowledge
that could be extracted from electronic documents for purposes of indexing, searching, etc. The
methods for analyzing electronic documents, and more precisely PDF les, are discussed in the
next Subsection 2.3.2.

2.3.2 PDF Documents Analysis
Nowadays, Portable Document Format [51] has became the de facto standard format for exchanging documents through the Internet. PDF is a robust format and allows to represent all
types of document, but it has a major drawback: it is usually generated by automatic tools.
These PDF generators privilege the nal rendering of the document, regardless of the physical
and logical structures, and add a multitude of inconsistencies in the content, such as badly segmented words, unexpected blanks, etc. These artifacts will be analyzed in more details in the
Subsection 4.2.2.
Moreover, PDF is very rich and redundant. The same document can be represented in
various manners: for instance, one page could be stored in its raster form or detailed though
primitives such as text, graphics and images. Consequently, accessing PDF documents' content
can be a cumbersome task and an analysis process is necessary.
During the last years, various works and researches tried to extract the content of PDF in
a form accessible by both human and machines and, in some case, to discover physical and
logical structures. The categorization of existing methods is detailed in the next paragraphs and
summarized in Table 2.1.
The methodology based on document image analysis targets at recovering the content and
the original structures from document's image (see Subsection 2.3.1). Applying these techniques
to PDF documents presents the double advantage of using mature methods and, in the major-
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Table 2.1: Taxonomy of methods for PDF document analysis.

ity of situations, of analyzing ideal images, i.e. at very high resolution and noise free [39, 40].
Moreover, image analysis is independent from the inner representation of PDF le, because it
acts always on rendered images. In fact, the raster image is the explicit and universal representation of both the document's content and structures. Document image analysis has only two
disadvantages. Firstly, the automatic recognition of document is always perturbed by errors,
which are cumulated after each analysis step. The error rate is acceptable when equivalent to
that of humans accomplishing the same task [9]. Secondly, document images techniques do not
take into account electronic information contained in the le, such as PDF textual primitives,
which usually is reliable information.
Although electronic content analysis [74] is theoretically the complementary methodology
to image analysis, it inherits part of its know-how. Its techniques directly access the electronic
content of the document that ideally is already segmented in textual and graphical primitives.
The electronic content analysis eliminates all the pre-processing steps applied to the image from
the scanning of the printed form until the OCR, reducing errors in successive recognition phases.
Unfortunately, accessing the content remains dicult because of the format [80] and requires
new analysis methods. Moreover, content analysis can not be applied to any types of documents:
for instance, when PDF pages are stored as raster, the textual content does not exist and OCR
is required for recovering it. Thus, in [41, 81] we argued that merging both methodologies can
improve the analysis of PDF documents: respective lacks can be counterbalanced and the results
cross-validated.
Table 2.1 shows two families of techniques belonging to electronic content analysis : extending
and restructuring methods. Extending methods augments the original PDF documents with
new annotations. Structures analysis produces results that are simply included in the original
document as tags. Extending methods have been successfully used in [8, 42], but they have two
main disadvantages: they conserve the PDF format, which is hard to access and manipulate,
and often require specic plug-ins for reusing analysis results.

Restructuring techniques use another format than PDF for representing the document after
analysis. The output format of predilection is XML [105], because it is structured, human
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readable and very simple to manage for machines. The most evolved technique of restructuring
is reverse engineering, which does not only recover the PDF document's content, but tries also
to clean it and to extract its implicit structures. Nowadays, several researches [6, 21, 22, 35, 79]
and tools [56] perform PDF restructuring with more or less accurate results. The conversion
is similar to reverse engineering because it allows to extract PDF documents in a more userfriendly format, but no analysis is applied over the content. Products such as [1, 76, 29, 77, 106]
are only a part of the existing tools for the conversion of PDF documents. Although they make
the document's content accessible, they do not extract its physical and logical structures.
To wrap up, we consider that PDF is an interesting format, robust, complete, and wellaccepted by persons. However, we believe that existing PDF documents must be reverse engineered, because their content is dicult to access and their lack of structures.

2.4 Information Visualization of Multimedia
Information visualization (alias infovis ) is a eld of computer science that studies how to present
data to users, in order to improve their understandability. Moreover, visualizations can be
coupled with interaction and animations, in order to permit the users to focus on interesting
information. We believe that information visualization can be used for representing archives of
multimedia data, in particular in the case of meetings, in order to complement indexing and to
enhance browsing and information retrieval. Moreover, hidden information and relationships can
be discovered thanks to infovis techniques. This section introduces recent works and researches
that are focused on visualization of digital libraries and then present a brief discussion about
them.
TextArc [75] reveals the frequency and distribution of the words in a textual document such
as books, mails and news (cf. Figure 2.6). Firstly, the main visualization displays lines of text
on an ellipse, in the order they appear in the document. Special lines such as headings, poetries,
etc. are highlighted with landmarks in order to preserve document structures. Secondly, the
text is redrawn in a second inner ellipse word by word: when a word occurs several times, its
location is the mean of all the positions it should occupy. To be precise, the most recurrent words
are visualized in the proximity of ellipse's center, whereas single occurrences are located on the
perimeter. Moreover, words frequency inuences text brightness, which is lighter for recurrent
words. Finally, when users point a word with the mouse, TextArc draws lines connecting it
to its locations in the document. We consider that TextArc has two main interests. Firstly,
drawing lines between words and locations eciently indicates their correlation. This artifact is
also well-suited for connecting similar multimedia documents. Secondly, TextArc calculates the
position of a recurrent word as the mean of all its occurrences' locations. This technique allows
to eliminate multiple occurrences of the same object and to locate it relative to the general
context.
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Figure 2.6: TextArc visualizes Alice's adventure in wonderland. The word "rabbit" and the
c 2002 IEEE.
lines containing it are highlighted. W. Bradford Paley [75], °

Info Navigator [20] is a system dealing with textual documents and visualizing search results
in three dierent views. In the Sammon cluster view (see Figure 2.7), clustered documents are
represented with circles in a plane: their distances correspond to their similarity. Each circle is
labelled with its most frequent keyword and its size is proportional to the amount of contained
documents. Clicking a circle allows to access the whole cluster's keywords and related documents
in a scrollable list.
The Dendro map (cf. Figure 2.8) visualization represents the clusters as binary trees. Their
depth is limited and the leafs are either documents or sub-clusters, which are labelled with the
most representative keyword.
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Figure 2.7: The Sammon cluster view displays clusters of documents. The distance between
clusters corresponds to their similarity. Image reproduced by permission of S. Rüger [20].

Figure 2.8: The Dendro Map represents clustered document in a hierarchy. Image reproduced

by permission of S. Rüger [20].
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The Radial view is based on the RadViz visualization [46] (see Figure 2.9), which disposes
keywords around a circle, as anchors attracting related documents. When the documents contain
a very inuencing keyword, they are located in its proximity. At opposite, if the documents
contain all the keywords of the query, they are rather situated in the center of the visualization.
RadViz is explained with more details in Section 6.3. All the visualizations of Info Navigator
can be switched at any moment, in order to browse in the same result set.

Figure 2.9: The Radial view visualizes the most relevant documents in the center of the circle.

Image reproduced by permission of S. Rüger [20].

The application of RadViz to an archive of documents has been principally retained in our
work. In fact, RadViz disposes the most relevant documents in the center of the visualization,
i.e. where the users are mainly concentrated, and indicates the strength of query's keywords.
ThemeRiver [43] is a visualization that elicits thematic variations in a large collection of
textual documents over time. Themes are represented as rivers that change of size relative
to themes strengths at a precise moment, allowing users to discover pattern and to validate
hypothesis about the collection (cf. Figure 2.10). The river is composed of several colored ows,
which correspond to the individual themes. The authors suggest that ThemeRiver could be
improved with a feature that assigns colors of the same family to correlated themes. From our
point of view, this temporal visualization is very intuitive to interpret and has two advantages.
Firstly, the strength of ows and river clearly indicates the importance of query keywords at a
given moment. Secondly, ThemeRiver represents the topics as continuous ows, which are more
readable and signicant for users than plot points or histogram bars.
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Figure 2.10: The ThemeRiver visualization shows the predominance of topics such as oil, Sadc 2002
dam, etc. during the month of August, after Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. S. Havre [43], °

IEEE.

Figure 2.11: The tree shows co-citation count for a group of papers. Probably, number 2 is the
c 2002 IEEE.
precursor within the domain. S. Noel [75], °
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Noel and al. [73] proposed a visualization based on minimum spanning trees, in order to
explicitly represent links between related scientic documents. These relationships are given by
the citation count, i.e. a measure of similarity indicating how many times a pair of papers has
been co-cited. Citation count allows to construct the graph that represents the direct inuences
existing in a collection of papers. The root of the tree and its closer nodes are drawn in the
visualization's center and represent the most inuencing literature, whereas the leafs are new
research domains (confer Figure 2.11). This visualization is interesting, because the explicit
representation of directed links between documents creates thematic spaces, useful for browsing
an archive.

Figure 2.12: The system shows the similarity between an image and related keywords. Moreover, the most similar images are visually preponderant. Image reproduced by permission of P.

Janecek.

Janecek [53] proposed a system based on sheye views [34] for opportunistic searching and
browsing in a collection of images, which have been manually labelled by professionals with
textual metadata. Similarities between images correspond to the distance of the relative labels
in WordNet [104] hierarchy. The images are rendered into a spring layout that determines their
visual weight in respect of their relevance to the query (cf. Figure 2.12). Spring layout [33] is
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a dynamic visualization that represents the objects as nodes and their relationships as springs,
which repulse or attract the nodes until a stable conguration is achieved. In this project,
the springs are syntactic and semantic similarities between images, relative to the browsing
context. This work proposes an elegant application of sheye views, used for eciently indicating
documents relevance in respect of a query.

Figure 2.13: The sequence shows the browsing mechanism through facets. The system proposes
dierent categories (a), which can be selected in order to reduce the result set (b) until a
satisfying document is found (c). Image reproduced by permission of M.Hearst [108].

Flamenco [108] allows to navigate in a collection of labelled images through faceted metadata.
The system automatically associates the images with various relevant categories, thanks to
information contained in their metadata. The categories are organized in facets that contain
related subcategories (see Figure 2.13a). The users interact with facets in order to browse: after
each selection, the system shows new related subcategories and updates the visualized results,
ltering images that do not correspond to the query (cf. Figure 2.13b). The current result
set is one or more images, grouped per category (cf. Figure 2.13c). The solution proposed in
this project is very interesting, but we believe that it limits the browsing possibilities. In fact,
navigation through facets is a top-down approach that helps users to clearly identify the searched
information, but that does not allow to change of thematic space while browsing. Moreover,
the facets hide the relationships between documents, which are rather represented in various
categories at the same time.
Video collage [25] is an interface for browsing collections of broadcasted news. Collages are
presentations of video and text that summarize multiple video sources. Videos are decomposed
in stories and shots and are enriched with metadata relative to shots of news anchorpersons,
face detection results, and transcripts extracted thanks to video-closing captioning and speech
recognition. Users can drill down in the collage and visualize new data at dierent levels of
detail. Moreover, the interface proposes a map visualization that represents the distribution of
geographic regions within one or more stories (confer Figure 2.14a). Further, the map can act
as a lter for reducing the result set to shots concerning specic countries. A time line has been
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Figure 2.14: In (a), the map visualizes the video collages associated to geographic regions,
whereas in (b) the collages are organized by time. M. Christel [25], (c) 2002 ACM, Inc. In-

cluded here by permission. Thumbnails extracted from video provided for educational and research
purposes only via Cable News Network, (c) 2001 CNN.

integrated in order to dene a temporal range for the collages (see Figure 2.14b). Finally, text
lists allows to select a topic and to consult related videos. The approach is interesting because
it combines in the same view dierent modalities, i.e. textual documents and videos. Moreover,
the collage and the map are appropriate for browsing the archive. At opposite, the necessity of
switching between two interfaces for browsing is a drawback that should be avoided.
INSYDER [58] is a visual information retrieval system that targets at presenting documents
retrieved by queries and their metadata. The system provides an interface combining two linked
visualizations, a ScatterPlot and a SuperTable (see Figure 2.15). The ScatterPlot allows users
to overview query results and to manage them thanks to operations such as ltering, zooming,
selecting, and so on. The SuperTable represents documents' characteristics such as date, title,
size, content, etc. The main novelty of this representation is the access to results set at dierent
levels of granularity, focusing one, more, or all documents at contemporary and setting the
richness of displayed metadata (cf. Figure 2.16).
For instance, at the rst level, users consult the whole result set, represented as bars indicating the global relevance of the document and the amount of text, whereas at higher level
they can view labels with title, author, etc. and TileBars [44] with terms distribution. Finally,
a supplemental browser can substitute the ScatterPlot, in order to view a document and its
keywords. From our point of view, the interest of this project consists in the presentation of the
archive at dierent levels of details. One or more documents can be zoomed, while the global
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Figure 2.15: The screenshot is an overview of SuperTable + ScatterPlot interface. P. Klein [58],
c 2002 IEEE.
°

Figure 2.16: The sequence shows the dierent levels of zoom into results, from the entire set
c 2002 IEEE.
until a specic document preview. P. Klein [58], °
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context is preserved at dierent levels of granularity. For instance, this mechanism is interesting
for zooming into one or more meetings, then into documents, and nally into the annotations
of a specic document.
All the projects presented in this section use visualization in order to correlate information
in large archives of documents. In fact, a visual overview of data can be interpreted very fast by
humans and, then, manipulated in order to retrieve precise information on a specic document.
This principle is summarized in Shneiderman's mantra Overview rst, zoom and lter, then

details-on-demand [88]. Presented projects are based on dierent principle for correlating information: evolution of data in time [25, 43], similarity of semantic content [20, 108, 53, 58, 73, 108],
inner structures of the document [75] and so on. From an analytical and general point of view,
it is inappropriate to talk about lacks in them: visualizations are dicult to compare and their
eciency depends on both the task to be performed and users' perception. However, two considerations motivate the exploitation or the development of infovis techniques in this thesis: 1)
existing projects dealing with large datasets either do not take into account multimedia information or separate media in dierent views [25], and 2) until now no research tackled the problem
of visualizing events archives for eliciting their hidden relationships.

2.5 Major Contributions of This Thesis
The major contributions of this thesis are the development of new techniques in order to 1)
structure multimedia archives of events and 2) support users in accessing and browsing within
this data. The achievement of this task implies that several existing methods presented in this
chapter have been used or extended and that new technologies have been developed. For each
presented eld the contributions of this thesis are listed below:

• Multimedia Indexing and Management. The rst unavoidable contribution is a
model for representing multimedia documents, their metadata, annotations and crossrelationships (Chapter 3). Further, we propose a complete system that uses multimodal
alignment techniques in order to automatically annotate and index all categories of multimedia documents (Chapters 4 and 5). The architecture of the system takes into account
various aspects such as exibility, extensibility and modularity (Section 4.1).

• Event Indexing and Browsing. The model proposed in Chapter 3 has been applied in
order to structure archives of events. Our technique for indexing events is centered on static
documents, which are generally ignored or marginally integrated, and takes full benets
from document's structures (Subsection 4.2.1). Further, the originality of our work consist
in considering meeting as correlated events, either from thematic or temporal points of
view, instead of isolated entities (Chapter 5). Finally, we propose a new document-centric
browser in order to navigate into one event (Section 6.2).
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• Static Document Analysis. In all the systems developed all along this thesis, static
documents play a major role. Consequently, a new tool able to extract textual content as
well as physical structures from PDF les has been developed. Its main purpose is the
restructuring of an original PDF document in a XML format, which allows to annotate
the original content with structural information, easily accessible by users and computers
(Section 4.2).

• Information Visualization for Multimedia Data. We believe that a complete and
ecient system for multimedia data retrieval requires the collaboration of both users and
algorithms. Users are the only ones that know which information satises their needs.
Thus, another contribution of this thesis is the use of information visualization techniques
in order to represents events and their correlations (Chapter 6). More precisely, the proposed visualizations are interactive and allow users to browse by links into an archive of
multimedia documents. Moreover, our interactive visualizations fulll a lack in the domain
of multimedia digital libraries.

Chapter 3

A General Model for Multimedia
Archives
The denition of models for representing multimedia data is a delicate task, which has to take
into account formal criteria such as clarity, completeness and so on. This chapter presents the
solution we propose in order to model and organize multimedia data. In Section 3.1, we present
our novel approach for structuring and browsing multimedia archives, which is the cornerstone
behind the model. This model is described in Section 3.2 that illustrates data representation.
Finally, Section 3.3 applies the model to the use case of meetings archives.

3.1 A New Approach for Structuring and Browsing in Multimedia Archives
The extraction of semantic knowledge from multimedia documents and the successive creation of
indexes depend on individual media types. Unfortunately, the quality and the typology of results
provided by automatic analysis techniques are not homogenous between the dierent media. For
instance, adding annotations on static documents is generally easier than automatically extracting high level abstractions from video and audio documents. At opposite, textual documents do
not provide the temporal information that is contained in video and audio documents. Thus,
we believe that structuring multimedia archives is not limited to the application of monomodal
analysis, but it must also take into account the explicit and implicit relationships between the
dierent media. Multimedia archives are not composed of individual documents, but of groups
of related documents that coexist and share thematic content, geographic properties and so on.
For instance, all the documents presented or recorded during an event are explicitly correlated
by time. Similarly, all the events talking about the same topics are related by themes. For this
reason, we propose to apply multimodal alignment techniques [68] over the whole collection of
events, in order to enable the transfer of indexes between multimedia documents and to elicit
33
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their correlations. In particular, we propose to use information extracted from static documents
to enrich the high-level abstractions of other categories of media. Static documents are naturally and implicitly structured, rich of semantics, and more planned than audio transcripts
and other textual information. Moreover, existing techniques for annotating and indexing static
documents produce results equivalent to humans' manipulations.
Such manner of structuring multimedia archives is further well suited for enhancing browsing
mechanism. Furnas [57] denes browsing as the task that consists in "looking to see what is
available in the world". This denition implies that users do not have the exact knowledge of
expected documents, but a more or less vague idea to clarify while navigating. The opposite task
is searching, in which users look for a "known target". In general, existing engines such as Google
[36] only support searching functionality and users retrieve interesting information after various
renements of their queries. Our model for structuring multimedia archives, which explicitly
describes the relationships between documents using links, is well adapted for proposing a new
approach of navigation that permits both searching and browsing tasks. The links allow to guide
the user in the browsing task, because they represent similarity of documents in the archive.
For instance, users could consult a document, choose an interesting paragraph and then follow
its links for discovering similar documents from a thematic or temporal point of view. This
process iteratively continues until the user retrieves the desired information. Moreover, the
links facilitate the access to media that are poor of textual indexes and dicult to retrieve by
searching. For example, when a user searches for videos but does not knows their labels, she
could rst nd static documents that are correlated and secondly access all videos linked to
them. Section 3.2 describes the model that matches this approach and that allows to explicitly
represent the links existing in multimedia archives.

3.2 A Relational and Extensible Multimedia Aggregatio
This section presents our model describing in details the representation of the documents in
a multimedia collection. An "archive " is a simple container of information such as events or,
from a more general point of view, multimedia documents, i.e. static documents, video and
audio streams, etc. When these data are enriched with additional metadata and annotations,
the dataset is called a "corpus ". In our model, we introduce the links, which are a new category of storable information, and we dene the entire collection as being an "aggregatio " (pl.
"aggregationi"). Thus, in the rest of this thesis the term "aggregatio" is referring to multimedia collections of "aggregati " (sg. "aggregatus"), i.e. documents enriched with metadata,
annotations and links. Figure 3.1 is an overview of the model.
The structure of an aggregatus is presented in Subsection 3.2.1, whereas the rest of the section
describes in details the documents included in an aggregatio (Subsection 3.2.2), the annotations
(Subsection 3.2.3) and the links (Subsection 3.2.4).
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Figure 3.1: The model represents a multimedia archive in the form of an aggregatio. The multimedia documents are encapsulated within aggregati, which contain their links and annotations.
The labels "A", "S", "V", "M", "P", and "E" on the shapes respectively stand for "audio",
"static document", "video", "multimedia document", "person recording", and "event".

3.2.1 An Aggregatus: Document, Annotations and Links
An aggregatus belonging to the aggregatio is a triptych of document, annotations and links. A

document is a medium, such as a static document, an audio recording, an image, or a video,
and contains exclusively the original message to be transmitted to the users in its raw form.
Multimedia documents such as websites and slideshows are composed of multiple data sources.
The annotations are supplemental information augmenting the document, either added manually
by users or computed automatically thanks to analysis techniques. Each medium can contain
one or more annotations, which allow to access data in a structured manner and, consequently,
to create more precise indexes [18]. For instance, static documents may be annotated with
their logical structures: two terms are thematically more signicant when belonging to the
same document's title rather than to the entire stream of words. Moreover, annotations can be
used for augmenting documents that are poor in textual descriptions, such as videos and audio
les. Finally, the links are calculated thanks to annotations and bring out the relationships
between a document and another one contained into the aggregatio. Each aggregatus possesses
an undened amount of links toward one or more aggregati.

3.2.2 Documents Categories
The model takes into account three categories of document: media, multimedia documents and
pseudo-documents.
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• Media are instances of static documents (as dened in Section 2.3, e.g. newspapers, articles, emails, etc.), images, and raw stream of information corresponding to video and
audio recordings.

• Multimedia documents are composed of two or more categories of media. For instance,
slideshows and websites are multimedia documents if containing textual content mixed
with video or audio streams.

• Pseudo-documents contain metadata and descriptors instead of data streams. On one
hand, pseudo-documents regroup media and multimedia in events such as meetings, conferences and lectures. In this case, the pseudo-document implies the coexistence of documents
and, thus, it denes their temporal relationships. On the other hand, a pseudo-document
describes identities and personal information of groups and persons. For instance, people
are lmed in videos, participate to events as speakers, or produce and edit the documents
in the aggregatio.

3.2.3 Annotations
Although in this thesis the term "annotation" is used for indicating any kind of additional
information augmenting the documents, we distinguish properly said annotations from metadata.
Both categories have not yet been dierentiated with universally accepted denitions. For
instance, Popescu-Belis proposes that metadata are static information about an event or a
document, whereas annotations are time-dependent information related to input media [78]. In
the DIVA group at University of Fribourg, we make a more general distinction:

• Metadata are extra-information that is not present or directly deductible from the content
of documents and that belongs to another level of abstraction (for instance, the author, a
date, etc.);

• Annotations are directly extractible from the content of the document and augment its
original information.
We consider that both metadata and annotations are either manually added by users or automatically calculated. In our model, we take into account dierent types of annotations and
metadata for each category of document presented in the previous subsection. Static documents
are mainly annotated with their physical and logical structures. For instance, physical structures
describe the layout with textual blocs and line, while logical structures explain their hierarchy
and logical functions. Both annotations segment the static documents in thematic fragments.

Images are augmented with annotations describing either structural information, i.e. colors and
patterns, or semantics, e.g. content, symbols, etc. Videos are annotated with information about
the related audio track, recording time, length, etc. Moreover, video's content is annotated with
thematic information. A video could even be segmented into time-stamped scenes and shots.
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Audio recordings are enriched with temporally segmented textual transcripts. These annotations have dierent levels of granularity and can represent words, utterances, thematic episodes,
and so on. In general, transcription parts are characterized by a start and an end timestamp,
the name (or the id) of the speakers, and the textual content. Annotations on audio are rich of
temporal and thematic information.

Multimedia documents are obviously enriched with all the annotations and metadata that
can be extracted from individual media. Events are annotated with metadata containing the
location, the day and the hour of the recording. The descriptors are often completed with an
event's title, type (i.e. belonging or not to a scenario), and participants. Last but not least,
annotations contain references towards all the documents presented or recorded throughout the
events. Finally, persons are registered and entirely dened by metadata, which are personal
and descriptive information such as rst and last name, email, and telephone number. Moreover, persons are annotated with information about produced and edited documents, navigation
proles, etc.

3.2.4 Links Between Aggregati
Links are a natural way for representing relationships between aggregati. Recently, they have
been employed successfully in systems such as Citeseer [13] and LinkedIn [65]. In Citeseer,
links cross-connect scientic publications that share citations, authors, etc. Similarly, LinkedIn
creates communities proting of social relationships between subscribers. Thus, we believe that
links could be useful for structuring multimedia data and for enhancing browsing mechanism.
In our model, we distinguish two families of links: intra-aggregatus and cross-aggregati links,
which interconnect two annotations belonging respectively to the same aggregratus or to two
dierent aggregati. For instance, in static documents, intra-aggregatus links connect logical
articles with physical blocks. At opposite, a cross-aggregati link represents for instance the
thematic correspondence between an article and video shots. In our model, we dene a unique
type of intra-aggregatus links, but we distinguish dierent types of cross-aggregati links [80, 84].
These types are summarized in Table 3.1, as a function of documents categories producing them.

Thematic links are typically calculated using multimodal alignment techniques [68]: each
aggregatus is compared with other ones into the aggregatio, by accessing the structured content
of documents through annotations. For instance, each physical bloc of a static document is
compared with each utterance of an audio recording's transcript. If the comparison detects a
similarity, the documents are aligned with a thematic link.

Temporal links are generated for time-based documents. For instance, an event contains
several documents discussed, viewed, or created by participants [63]: all the documents coexist
at the same moment and, consequently, are temporally related. Thus, non time-based data such
as static documents and user records acquire a temporal dimension thanks to links. Moreover,
temporal links can be combined with thematic links to achieve a ner granularity: for instance,
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Table 3.1: Each category of documents generates specic links.

when a paragraph in a static document is thematically linked with a speech's utterance, the
former is also synchronized with the timestamp of the latter.

References are links to other documents such as bibliographical entries, citations, and so
on. In this thesis, we consider that hyperlinks are artifacts for navigation created by persons.
Both references and hyperlinks are extracted from textual documents and web pages by lexical
analysis.
The aggregati model presented in this chapter can be easily extended with new categories of
documents, annotations and links. Section 3.3 presents the application of the multimedia model
to the meetings use case.

3.3 Use Case: Events Recordings
The model presented in this chapter has been applied to events and, more precisely, to meetings
recordings. Meetings are an interesting type of events, which contains documents belonging to
all the categories presented in Subsection 3.2.2 and sharing several relationships among them.
During a single meeting, presented topics can dynamically change and evolve. Moreover, various
meetings can be strictly related, for example by being subsequent, involving the same participants, or by focusing on similar topics.
The following users' tasks rise up the importance of structuring and indexing meetings corpora:

• Replaying. Persons that did not participate to the meeting replay the whole recorded information, which is consulted following the order in which documents were presented. While
users replay a meeting, the recorded data must be synchronously reproduced. Moreover,
if a user focuses on a document presented at a precise moment, all meeting resources are
expected to shift at the same time;

• Information retrieval. Users search and browse in order to retrieve a specic information,
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without knowing a priori which document contains it. Searching and browsing tasks require
that multimedia data have been annotated with textual information, linked, and indexed;

• Minutes creation. Persons consult the recordings of a meeting in order to prepare its multimedia summary. It can be composed of partial copies of existing documents, hyperlinks
toward existing data, or of new information created by users;

• Edition. Participants edit the data presented during the meeting or correct the annotations
and metadata produced after the event. These manipulations should be allowed when users
need to nalize incomplete documents, when automatic systems make errors during the
recording or the extraction of high-level abstractions, and so on;

• Survey. Users may study how topics of interest evolve throughout time into several meetings. Such task implies that users can access more meetings at contemporary. Specialized
views of the meetings are necessary for facilitating this task;

• Meeting preparation. When users participate to various related sessions, they consult old
meetings recordings, in order to create or update the documents to present in the successive
sessions. This task can be considered a mix of minutes creation, edition, and survey.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the general model for representing multimedia documents
and the relationships existing between them. In particular, we have introduced the concepts of
"aggregatus" and "aggregatio".
An aggregatus contains a document, its annotations, and the links. A document can be a
medium (e.g. a static document, a video, etc.), a multimedia document, or a pseudo-document,
such as a meeting or person recordings. The documents are enriched with additional information: annotations or metadata. This supplemental information is used for enriching the
document, accessing its content, and for creating links. The links belong to two main categories:
intra-aggregatus and cross-aggregati. Intra-aggregatus links represent the relationships between
annotations of a same document, whereas cross-aggregati links connect together two aggregati,
in order to elicit their temporal, thematic, etc. similarity.
The aggregatio is a collection of aggregati, which are connected through cross-aggregati links.
In the next three chapters, we present respectively how to analyze the data in order to create
aggregati from meeting recordings (Chapter 4), the indexing of the meetings aggregatio (Chapter
5) and how support users in the task described in the use cases above (Chapter 6).
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Analysis of Document-centric Meetings
The analysis of multimedia data is the process that produces both the annotations over documents and the links between them. In this chapter, we present the technologies that act at
dierent levels of granularity, from analysis of static documents until the whole meetings collection, in order to create aggregati as presented in Chapter 3 and to prepare multimedia data for
indexing.
The analysis of multimedia data has to deal with two major challenges:

• The heterogeneity of documents implies that several technologies must be integrated and
combined for working together;

• Although analysis methods can be performing and reliable, a full automatic system does
never obtain perfect results. Moreover, applying sequential techniques provokes errors
that are cumulated from one analysis step to the following one. Consequently, tools for
supervising the analysis processes and for preventing error propagation are necessary.
These two aspects are tackled in the dierent sections of this chapter. Firstly, Section 4.1
gives an overview of the dierent technologies involved in our analysis system. Then, Section
4.2 focuses on the analysis of static documents and, in particular, of PDF les. Finally, Section
4.3 investigates events analysis.

4.1 Functionalities and Architecture
The analysis of meeting collections allows to create the aggregationi as described in Section 3.2.
The analysis acts at three levels: intra-document level, intra-event level and cross-event level.
The successive steps involved in the analysis of a meetings collection are illustrated in Figure
4.1.
At intra-document level, mining techniques are monomodal and target at annotating the documents with high-level information. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the analysis of static documents, which are annotated with their physical and logical structures. Since logical structures
41
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Figure 4.1: The analysis is performed at dierent levels of granularity. First, mining techniques
are applied to the media. Then, their results are involved in the analysis of a meeting. Finally,
the whole collection of meeting is analyzed.

rely on physical structures, e.g. an article is composed of multiple text blocks, intra-aggregatus
links are created to connect those annotations. The nal step at intra-document level consists
in validating or correcting annotations and links with interactive tools, in order to avoid the
propagation of errors to the successive levels of analysis.
At intra-event level, the results of monomodal analysis techniques are used for structuring an
event. Firstly, the physical and logical structures of static documents are compared with audio
recordings' transcript, in order to create temporal and thematic links. The comparison is accomplished through multimodal alignment technique: each textual block is compared with each
dialog part and, if they are similar, they are linked together. Multimodal alignment produces
both thematic and temporal links, which represent respectively thematic similarity and media
synchronization.
Secondly, lexical analysis is applied to the annotations of video and audio recordings, in
order to extract participants' identities and to thematically link videos and audio recordings.
Furthermore, lexical analysis allows to extract references and hyperlinks from audio transcript
and static documents.
Thirdly, the users can correct or delete the calculated links using interactive tools. New
links can also be created when analysis techniques did not discover relationships between the
multimedia documents belonging to the event.
Finally, at cross-event level, the multimodal alignment is applied over the whole collection
in order to create thematic links between events. Temporal links are also created between each
meeting and the multimedia documents presented or recorded during this event.
Table 4.1 summarizes the analysis chain presented above and introduces the systems im-
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Table 4.1: The table summarizes the types of links created during the analysis of meetings
collections, the integrated analysis techniques and the involved supervision task. Developed
tools and systems are also enumerated.

plementing it. These systems are presented in details in the following sections. In particular,
Section 4.2 presents static document analysis, the rst step of the whole process.

4.2 Static Documents Analysis
This section discusses the analysis at intra-document level and is dedicated in particular to the
analysis of static documents, as dened in Section 2.3. In Subsection 4.2.1, we advocate the
importance of annotating static documents with their structures. Subsection 4.2.2 illustrates
the analysis of PDF les, a specic and standardized type of static documents. In Subsection
4.2.3, we describe Xed, our tool for annotating PDF les. Finally, Subsection 4.2.4 presents
Inquisitor, an interactive tool for validating and correcting analysis results.

4.2.1 The Relevance of Document Structuring
Annotating static documents with physical and logical structures allows to access their content
in a structured manner. In fact, these structures allow to recover the original semantics of the
homogenous text blocks. For instance, the logical structures dene the hierarchy of text in an
article, in which title's words are more signicant than those in the body. Figure 4.2 shows an
example of document (a), with its physical (b) and logical (c) structures superposed.
The physical structures represent words regrouped in lines, which similarly compose homogenous text blocks. Each word is labelled with its syntactic function, e.g. "term", "number",
"punctuation" and so on. These structures are not dependent on document class, for instance
"newspaper" or "scientic paper", and they can represent each document in a unique manner.
Today, methods for automatic extraction of physical structures are performing well and their
eciency is comparable to that of humans.
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Figure 4.2: A scientic paper (a) is enriched with physical (b) and logical (c) structures.

Logical structures are based on physical structures, of which they describe the logical functions. We consider that extracting logical structures is a two steps process: rstly, the physical
entities are labelled with their functions and, secondly, they are organized in a hierarchy. For
instance, physical text blocks extracted from a newspaper can be labelled as "title", "author",
or "body" and then grouped in articles. The logical structures are described by models, strictly
related to a document class or sub-class. For example, models for newspapers do not correspond
to those for scientic papers.
A static document can be structured in several manners, using dierent logical models. For
instance, a user can consider the titles of a book as being either titles of chapters or items of a
table of contents. Consequently, the automatic systems for the recognition of logical structures
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are congured with one or more specic models.
In this thesis, we mainly take into account automatic extraction of physical structures, in
order to analyze each type of documents, despite of its class. These physical structures are
useful to fragment the static documents [18], i.e. to decompose them in tiles corresponding
to homogenous text blocks. The fragments permit a more precise indexing than the whole
document, because they convey the proximity of words into text blocks.

4.2.2 The PDF Format
In our work [11, 12, 41, 81, 80], we have analyzed static documents represented in PDF format,
because nowadays most of static documents exist in this form. Portable Document Format [51]
has become the de facto standard for exchanging electronic documents through the Internet and
between persons. In the last years, this format has been constantly improved and nowadays
it is so powerful to represent each class of documents. Unfortunately, PDF has three main
drawbacks.
Firstly, the format has been specialized for the visual representation of the documents, but
it does not preserve any information about physical or logical structures. In recent past, some
works [8] tried to solve this problem, by adding specic operators for including annotations in
PDF les, but usually tools and users producing PDF ignore these options.
Secondly, the extension of the format has increased the amount of operators, sometimes
redundant, which actually can be only managed by automatic generators and interpreters of
PDF les. The mix of ASCII and binary information is too complex for allowing end users to
directly manipulate PDF documents (cf. Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: The PDF streams in ASCII (a) and primitives in binary format (b).
Thirdly, PDF has been thought and optimized for transmitting information through the
Internet. This optimization involves an over-segmentation and a reorganization of les' content,
for broadcasting purposes.
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The consequence of these drawbacks is the diculty of accessing document's content, because PDF syntax is complex to interpret and because generators provoke several troubles.
Consequently, search engines for information retrieval can not exploit the full content of PDF
documents and frequently end users are not able to copy-paste textual and graphical primitives.
The main troubles in PDF les are detailed in the rst part of this subsection, whereas in the
second part we propose a solution for eciently managing these documents using restructuring
techniques.

PDF Troubles
We classify the main troubles encountered while analyzing PDF les in three categories: segmentation errors, abnormalities in font representation and re-editing incoherencies. The most
recurrent trouble consists in over-segmentation of words. In fact, PDF generators target at only
preserving the visual appearance of documents and split the words when typographic properties
change. For instance, a term is segmented when the kerning, i.e. the distance between two
terms or characters, is modied. Moreover, sometimes PDF producers add supplemental blank
characters, which do not exist in the original text.

Figure 4.4: The word Europe' has been over-segmented and a blank space added.

Figure 4.4 is an example of word extracted from the "International Herald Tribune" newspaper (February 21, 2005) that illustrates both these abnormalities. The word is over-segmented
in three tokens, i.e. "E", "u", and "rope'", and a blank space has been added between the
characters. In Figure 4.4, the dark rectangle overlapped with "r" corresponds to the bounding
box of this supplemental blank.
Another frequent inconsistency is the re-mapping of fonts. The PDF format is conceived
for encapsulating proprietary fonts in the raw document le. This feature permits to represent
typographic information and characters descriptions, which are composed of numeric codes (e.g.
100), glyphs' names (in this case, "Dsmall") and charstrings (i.e. the graphical representation
of the printed character). In several documents, the generators substitute the numeric codes
dened by standard encodings with custom values. For instance, the code 100 that usually
represents the "d" character is associated to "e". Consequently, the original content is not
more accessible, although the character is correctly visualized and printed. This inconsistency
frequently occurs in "Le Monde" newspapers, in which advertising's original text is hidden.
People that add unmeaning information provoke the last category of troubles. For example,
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users of WYSIWYG 1 editors nalize the layout of their documents adding blank spaces, instead
of dening or modifying the paragraph's properties. The generators of PDF les do not lter
this information, but they store it as meaningful content. Consequently, the blanks are not
visible at screen, but they complicates the extraction of content while indexing or copy-pasting
the text of PDF les.
Other minor troubles, encountered while dealing with PDF format, consist in some inconsistent implementations relative to the ocial reference [51], in non-meaning and invisible objects
contained in the documents such as empty frames, and so on. All these troubles demonstrate
that accessing the content and the structures of PDF documents is a complex task. Thus, we
propose to apply restructuring techniques over PDF les, in order to 1) correct their inconsistencies and 2) annotate their original content with high-level information, well-suited for indexing
process.

From PDF to Structured XML
Restructuring techniques, as described in Subsection 2.3.2, resolve the problems enumerated
above. We propose to apply three processes for restructuring PDF les: the cleaning, the
structuring and the conversion. Firstly, we propose to access the electronic content of PDF
documents and to clean it from inconsistencies. This process allows to eliminate superuous
information and to correct over- and under-segmentation errors.
Secondly, we suggest annotating the proper document with its physical structures, calculated
using techniques of document image analysis. These structures facilitate the access to the
documents and enable ecient copy-past operations. For instance, when copy-pasting multicolumn text from European newspapers using Acrobat Reader [50], the reading order is not
respected: the lines of each column are horizontally merged. The analysis of physical structures
reestablishes the reading order and text lines can be vertically copy-pasted.
Finally, we propose to convert the analyzed document in an XML format [105], which benets
of several advantages relative to the PDF. Firstly, PDF proposes a linear representation of
document's content and annotations. At opposite, XML is a meta-language based on a tree
structure that is well suited for representing documents in a structured manner. Then, the
richness of PDF format complicates the access to document's content, whereas XML is very
simple to parse. Further, PDF les are readable by computers, but they are not understandable
by people (cf. Figure 4.3). XML format has been designed for being readable by both machines
and humans. Finally, developing a PDF converter is a cumbersome task, while XML could be
transformed very fast in another format. To wrap up, we propose to convert the PDF les into
XML, in order to represent the document in a structured manner and to simplify the access to
its content for successive manipulations.
An ecient XML representation for static documents has been proposed by Bloechle [11, 12].
1

Acronym of What you see is what you get.
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Figure 4.5: An article's title is extracted in XCDF. This representation preserves the document's
physical structures.

The format is called XCDF (XML canonical document format ) and it has been developed for
representing both document's content and physical structures. Figure 4.5 shows an example of
a newspaper's title and its XCDF representation. This format is based on four principles and
oers multiple advantages:

• Simplicity: at opposite of PDF, XCDF format is easy to read and manipulate for both
computers and people.

• Universality: as well as in PDF format, each static document can be represented in XCDF,
in despite of its class.

• Completeness: although the set of operators is restrained relative to PDF, no loss of
information occurs during the restructuring from PDF to XCDF.

• Uniqueness: text, graphics and images are represented in a unique and non-ambiguous
manner. Thus, the XCDF format provides a unique representation for two or more PDF
documents composed of dierent primitives, but identical at rendering and printing.
In Subsection 4.2.3, we present Xed, our tool for restructuring PDF les into the XCDF
format, and its analysis techniques.

4.2.3 Xed: a Tool for Annotating Static Documents with Their Physical
Structures
Xed (acronym of Extracting Electronic Documents ) is the Java tool we propose in order to extract
PDF documents in the XCDF format. It targets at purifying PDF les and at annotating them
with their original structures, using classical methods of document image analysis, such as
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ltering, clustering of homogenous zones, etc. as presented in Section 2.3. In this subsection,
we present rstly tool's functionalities and secondly the results of its preliminary evaluation.

Cleaning and Structuring PDF Documents with XED
Figure 4.6 illustrates Xed's architecture, which mainly consists of extracting primitives such as
text, graphics, and images, cleaning document's content, and recovering the layout. The conversion into XCDF format is well-suited for further manipulations and analysis of the document.

Figure 4.6: Xed's architecture includes two stages for respectively extracting the primitives and
the layout. After analysis, the document is converted into XCDF format, ideal for supplemental
analysis tools.

The extraction of raw primitives is based on two separated phases: the parsing and the
creation of the virtual document. The parsing acts at low-level: it aims at reading PDF les
and at converting their data into a tree, containing the operators and operands that will dene
document's appearance. The main issue of this phase consists in providing a high-level interface
for accessing les' content. In fact, the PDF format allows various representations of primitives
(text, graphics and images) and uses encoders for representing data into a compact form. For
instance, a textual string can be a sequence either of hexadecimal values or characters. Similarly,
the string can be stored in its standard representation or rstly encoded. The parsing homogenizes the representation of primitives, decodes the entire information, and decrypts encrypted
les. The creation of the virtual document consists in interpreting the tree constructed during
the parsing, in order to recreate the document. This phase implements the same functionalities
of any PDF viewer, but the documents are rendered into an inner representation, called the
"virtual document", rather than at screen. The virtual document is created page by page. For
each page, Xed load resources such as fonts, images, color spaces, and extended graphic states
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as specied in [51]. When the resources are ready, Xed creates and draws the primitives into
the page. During the whole creation of the virtual document, Xed updates a graphic state that
describes the properties of the next object to create. These properties contain colors, size and
appearance of the stroke, coordinates, etc. In fact, the PDF objects do not contain any information about their position and appearance, which depend on the conguration of the graphical
state. For instance, a graphical object describes a shape, whereas position, color and stroke are
only dened in the current graphical state. When the virtual document has been created, all
the primitives have also been enriched with their planar and rendering attributes.

Figure 4.7: Xed analyzes the PDF data (a) and extracts words (b), lines (c) and homogenous
text blocks (d). In each image, the lled rectangles correspond to the bounding boxes of text
elements.
The extraction of physical layout recovers the document's physical structures. The current
implementation of the analysis algorithm has been integrated by Jean-Luc Bloechle [11, 12] and
recognizes textual blocks, lines and words (cf. Figure 4.7). The algorithm is composed of eight
successive steps:
1. Remove all blank spaces from textual content. This step is unavoidable, in order to eliminate superuous spaces added by PDF producers (confer the word "Europe" in Figures
4.4 and 4.7). Furthermore, the most part of under-segmented tokens is split in words.
2. Horizontally merge the token in strings, given a threshold. This step eliminates oversegmentation errors.
3. Parse the merged strings, in order to separate punctuations, parenthesis, number, etc.
from words.
4. Horizontally merge the tokens into line, given a threshold.
5. Add necessary blank spaces between consecutive tokens belonging to a same line.
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6. Vertically merge lines into blocks, using the average distance between lines as threshold.

Figure 4.8: The retroactive merging detects over-segmented lines (a) and corrects them (b).

7. Retroactively merge. The blocks are reanalyzed in order to correct over-segmented lines.
In fact, text justication provokes errors in Step 4, when the distance between tokens is
higher than the threshold. Figure 4.8, shows an example of over- segmented lines after
Step 4 and the result of the retroactive merging.
8. Parse all the tokens and merge sequential blanks, punctuations, digits, etc. At the same
time, label each token with its syntactical category ("word", "number", "sign" and so on).
In addition to text, the extraction of physical structures takes into account the analysis of
graphical primitives: Xed merges over-segmented objects; it distinguishes threads and frames
from other graphics; and it eliminates occluded or invisible primitives.
After the analysis of physical structures, the document is coverted into XCDF format, which
can be further analyzed or manipulated. For instance, Subsection 4.2.4 presents Inquisitor, a
tool for validating and editing the results of document analysis, that has been developed for
working with XCDF les.

A Preliminary Evaluation: Extraction of Physical Structures from Static Documents
The performances of Xed have been assessed in a preliminary evaluation [80, 11]. The database
of PDF les used for this experiment consists in 30 front pages of three dierent and representative newspapers, i.e. "La Liberté", "Le Monde", and "International Herald Tribune", which
are characterized by dierent layouts and segmentations of textual content. We chose newspapers for this evaluation, because they have a complex and variable layout, dicult to extract
automatically.
Firstly, Xed restructured each PDF front page in the XCDF format, cleaning the document
and calculating its physical structures. Then, the results have been visualized in an XCDF viewer
and three experts appreciated the quality of the extraction, respecting XCDF specication.
The investigated criteria were the percents of words, lines and blocks correctly restructured.
Moreover, a purication rate has been measured to indicate if the original documents were undersegmented (rate < 1) or over-segmented (rate > 1). This rate only illustrates the variability
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of the PDF les for the three classes of newspapers. Table 4.2 summarizes the results of this
preliminary evaluation.

Table 4.2: The evaluation results take into account the percent of words, lines and blocks
correctly restructured.

Although a formal evaluation would require a larger database, these preliminary results
depict that Xed is useful for automatically producing the physical structures required in this
thesis. Moreover, the results are reliable and, in our experience, further analyses could be applied
without systematically validating Xed's results. However, in Subsection 4.2.4 we propose to
validate them and we explain why validation of analysis results is an unavoidable task.

4.2.4 Visualization and Supervised Document Analysis
The CIDRE philosophy [9] promotes the idea that a general document recognition system does
not work in a fully automatic way, but cooperates with the user. Its feedbacks through interactive tools improve the eciency of the system that incrementally learns and adapts itself to
document's properties. This philosophy is applied in the works of Robadey [85] and Hadjar
[38], where the analysis of newspapers is supervised and the system incrementally learns from
users' feedbacks. Similarly, the DocMining project [27, 26, 28, 3] allows to build analysis chains
with various technologies, e.g. packages for pattern recognition, layout extraction, etc., and to
supervise each individual process. All these works integrate the xmillum framework, proposed
by Hitz in [82, 45].
xmillum oers a set of tools that allows to visualize the images of documents and the results
of analysis accomplished over them. Users interact with xmillum, in order to validate and correct
the displayed results, while the analysis system learns and updates itself. xmillum highlights
two of the major advantages of the CIDRE philosophy:

• The visualization of results helps users to rapidly retrieve and correct errors;
• Interacting with graphical objects is more intuitive than directly tuning the analysis systems. Consequently, non-experts of the analysis domain are also enabled to tune the
system.
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In this thesis, the validation and the supervision of analysis results are unavoidable tasks, as
discussed in the rst part of this subsection. In the second part, we present a new tool called
Inquisitor that, in some way, is the successor of xmillum.

Importance of Good Analysis Results
In this thesis, we propose a full system for analyzing corpora of events that requires the collaboration of several and heterogeneous technologies. The analysis of the data is a delicate task
because errors at this stage are propagated to the indexing process. Obviously, errors in the
indexing of information imply that users will encounter problems in retrieving information.
At-intra document level (as dened in Section 4.1), errors involved in the analysis of textual
documents are words segmentation, characters substitutions, and failures in structures recognition. Words segmentation errors correspond to truncated or merged words, whereas character

substitutions consists in replacing the characters of a string with wrong text. In both cases, the
original mean of the text is altered or lost. These errors essentially provoke two drawbacks in the
successive analysis processes. First, computing the thematic similarity between two documents
does not provide reliable results. Second, the indexing process creates wrong indexes, which do
no represent the original content of the document. In the worst case, a document can not be
retrieved by users, because of malformed indexes.

Errors in structure recognition are less critical, but in any case they compromise the eciency
of the retrieval mechanism. In fact, if static documents' parts have not been correctly detected,
submitting a query risks to produce a result set that is either incomplete or overburdened. For
instance, a user, who is interested in articles talking about both Bush and Europe, submits
a query with these two keywords. Although the archive contains several articles matching
the query, their parts have been wrongly extracted and never contain the keywords together.
Consequently, the result set is empty and the user cannot nd the searched information.
Thus, supervising analysis methods and correcting their results are necessary tasks, for avoiding error propagation to successive analyses and for building an ecient system for managing
multimedia data. This requirement of supervising analysis is enforced for mining systems at
intra-document level, because they are the basis of the full analysis process.

Inquisitor: a Tool for Validating and Editing Static Documents Analysis Results
Inquisitor2 [83, 32] is the successor of xmillum [45], a framework for validating, correcting and
editing each type of document analysis results. Moreover, its edition functionalities allow to
manually create new annotations over the documents.
In the next paragraphs, we presents Inquisitor. Firstly, we summarize xmillum's philosophy
and we enumerate the limits of the framework, in order to advocate the development of Inquisitor.
Then, we compare the architectures of both systems, highlighting the novelties of Inquisitor. In
2

The prototype has been implemented by Florian Evéquoz, in the context of his master thesis.
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particular, we present its inner XML language, which supports reversible transformations, and
its main interactive capabilities.

xmillum and its Limits
The main novelty of xmillum was to be a exible tool, suitable for surrounding each type of
document analysis systems. This exibility has been achieved using XML [105] and XSLT
[107] technologies. In fact, xmillum does not dene a strict inner language for representing
the documents to visualize and manipulate, but it accepts any XML format as input. The
interpretation of the data is done by mean of an XSLT stylesheet, describing the input format
and the conguration of xmillum's viewer. In fact, the graphical user interface (GUI) of xmillum
is exible and customizable: the users denes the plug-ins to visualize, their appearance, and
their interactive functionalities using the XSLT stylesheet.
Although xmillum is a powerful tool, which has been successfully integrated in several
projects [85, 38, 27], we consider that it has some drawbacks:

• The opportunity of dening an XSLT stylesheet for conguring the input format, the
graphical tools, and the interactive functionalities is at the same time an advantage and
a disadvantage. This solution is elegant and powerful, but the conguration of xmillum is
very complex for end users. In fact, a unique stylesheet involves two levels of abstraction,
i.e. one for setting up the GUI and one for dening how to interpret the input data, that
are confusing for users.

• xmillum is designed for accepting each category of input XML formats, but it does not
provide any mechanism for outputting the manipulated document in its original format.
Consequently, xmillum can be wrapped with an analysis system, but it not useful as
stand-alone application.

• xmillum provides plug-ins for basic visualizations and interactions, whereas we need to
display intra-aggregatus links, dierent annotations at contemporary, etc. xmillum can be
extended with new and more complex plug-ins, but their implementation is a cumbersome
task. In fact, the exibility of GUI's conguration imposes several constraints for development: for instance, a unique graphical object is dened by dierent plug-ins, specifying
object's geometry, appearance, and interactive opportunities.
Although Inquisitor shares most of its capabilities with xmillum, it has been developed for
overcoming the limits enumerated above.

xmillum Versus Inquisitor
Figure 4.9 shows a comparison between the architectures of xmillum and Inquisitor. Both tools
accept documents represented in any XML le format as input, which is transformed in an inner
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Figure 4.9: The image compares the architecture of xmillum (left) and Inquisitor (right).

format using an XSLT stylesheet [107]. In xmillum, the stylesheet requires to be completed
with information about the graphical and interactive tools composing the GUI. As soon as the
document is displayed in xmillum or Inquisitor, users can manipulate its analysis results. The
main advantage of Inquisitor is that edited documents can be reconverted in the original input
format, thanks to an inverse XSLT mechanism. In addition to this extension, we decided to
dene a graphical inner language for Inquisitor, in order to facilitate the conguration of the
GUI. End users only take into account the transformation of the input format in this inner
language.

Inquisitor's Inner Language
The Inquisitor Modelling Language (IML) is an XML inner format, which proposes a restricted
set of primitives, but sucient for representing most document analysis results. The format is
composed of the following elements:

• The image is mainly used for visualizing the images of printable documents;
• The shape is a basic primitive that allows to represent bounding boxes and graphics. It
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can be completed with meta-information, useful for displaying coordinates, labels, and so
on;

• The layers are containers of the others primitives belonging to IML format. They allow
to group together annotations of a specic category such as "text lines", "blocks", etc;

• The links correspond to the intra-aggregatus links in our model, as described in Subsection
3.2.4. They join related shapes and/or entities;

• The entities are a special type of primitives for representing high-level abstraction of documents. For instance, the entities are well-suited for representing the nodes of a hierarchal
tree associated with a logical model.

Figure 4.10: Inquisitor loads document's image and draws overlapped rectangles, which correspond to physical blocks. The rhombi are entities associated with logical structures. The links
either join physical with logical structures or represent logical hierarchies.
Although IML is a minimal language, it allows to visualize and interact with the XCDF
documents extracted by Xed (see Subsection 4.2.3). IML represents with shapes the bounding
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boxes of XCDF's words and symbols. The physical structures are associated to layers, which are
encapsulated with the aim of conserving their hierarchy. For example, the rst layer represents
text blocks and it contains a second layer for text lines. If a user describes the logical structure of
a newspaper, she creates an "article" entity, linked with three other entities, e.g. "title", "body"
and "author". Then, she links these entities with the shapes that represent the corresponding
text blocks. Figure 4.10 illustrates an example of XCDF le loaded into Inquisitor GUI, together
with a rst logical structuring.
IML is not only simple and generic enough to represent document analysis results, but it also
has been conceived for being reversible. In fact, while converting an XML format into IML, it
is necessary to avoid the loss of information that is not visualized in Inquisitor. The solution we
propose consists in saving 1) all the elements and attributes of the original XML document and
2) the hierarchy of primitives composing the original document. The rst condition is fullled
including the two elements ignore and original in the IML format. Ignore allows to copy an
entire subtree of the original document, without transforming its content. Original simply stores
an element or an attribute with its values. Figure 4.11 shows an example of XML node that is
transformed using both ignore and original elements.

Figure 4.11: An element of the original document (a) is completely ignored (b) or partially used
(c).
The second condition of reversibility is resolved adding a unique identication value to each
node of the original document, which represents its position in the tree before the XSL transform.
The proposed solution is sucient for guaranteeing that the original input document is exactly
recreated. At opposite, manipulated documents are not always reversible after users interactions,
for instance after merge and split operations.

Inquisitor's Interactive Functionalities
Inquistor proposes various manipulations, useful for validating the physical structures extracted
by Xed (confer Subsection 4.2.3). Firstly, the bounding boxes of text blocks, text lines and
words can be resized or moved (cf. Figure 4.12a). Further, words that have not been correctly
extracted can be manually edited in a properties dialog (as shown in Figure 4.12b). Finally,
Inquisitor allows to split under-segmented blocks or, at opposite, to merge those that are over-
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Figure 4.12: Inquisitor proposes various functionalities for manipulating physical structures:
resizing (a), textual content editing (b) and merging (c).

segmented (cf. Figure 4.12c). These two last operations are critical while reversing an IML
le into the format of the original document. A priori, it is not possible to split or merge the

original and ignore elements: these operations depend on user's requirements. Currently, when
Inquisitor applies merge and split operations, it only stores this information within the original
elements.
Inquisitor can be used for validating logical structures and for eliciting models of documents.
In this thesis, we manually create these annotations (see Figure 4.13). Firstly, we create logical
labels that are applied to the physical blocks. Then, we create a hierarchy of entities that
correspond to the logical functions of text blocks. Finally, we connect together the labelled
blocks and the entities using intra-aggregatus links.
To wrap up, Inquisitor allows to supervise the analysis of static documents at intra-document
level, which has been presented all along this section, in order to ensure the quality of automatically produced annotations. After validation, static documents are ready for being compared
to other media during events analysis, as presented in Section 4.3.

4.3 Meeting Analysis
At intra-event level, multimedia documents belonging to a meeting are aligned (alignment has
been introduced in Section 2.1). The alignment uses the annotations and metadata added at
intra-document level, in order to elicit the correspondences between those documents. Thus,
the analysis of an event enriches the aggregati with links that represent thematic and temporal
relationships (confer Chapter 3).
Multimodal alignment techniques and their errors have been studied in Mekhaldi's thesis
[68]. Our work is not focused on multimodal alignment, but we aim at integrating an existing
technique in our automatic system for meetings indexing. Moreover, we propose a tool for
guaranteeing that alignment results can be validated by users. However, a brief overview of the
integrated multimodal alignment technique and of its errors is necessary for understandability
purposes.
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Figure 4.13: Inquisitor oers a mechanism for validating, eliciting, and creating logical structures.

Subsection 4.3.1 presents the properties of the meetings corpora taken into account in this
thesis. Subsection 4.3.2 explains how a meeting is analyzed, detailing the annotations of multimedia documents and the technique of multimodal alignment. Finally, Subsection 4.3.3 presents
the tools and the requirements for supervising events analysis.

4.3.1 Meeting Data
A meeting can be considered time-based information, in which all the media are synchronized.
Media such as static documents, which do not naturally possess temporal dimension, are also
to be related to meeting's time. A meeting groups together the documents prepared in the production phase, such as slideshow presentations, static documents, etc., and multimedia recorded
during the event. Recordings consist of audio and videos of participants, and of global overviews.
After recording, the meetings are annotated with descriptors, which contain locations, dates,
starting times, participants' names and the set of multimedia resources. Frequently, the recorded
resources have already been synchronized in an automatic manner. Finally, persons or automatic
systems produce the annotations and the metadata used by alignment techniques during the
meeting analysis.
The meetings included in our database belong to two dierent corpora. The rst one is
the IM2.DI corpus that contains 22 meetings in French, recorded in the Smart Meeting Room
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at University of Fribourg. All recorded meetings share the press reviews scenario, in which the
participants discuss the front page of one or more newspapers [62]. The second corpus is provided
by the AMI project and contains 171 meetings, which have been produced in the meeting rooms
at IDIAP in Switzerland, Edinburgh University in Scotland, and at TNO center in Netherland.
The most part of the AMI corpus is scenario-based, i.e. groups of four meetings belong to a
unique session, discuss an identical topic, and are sequentially ordered in time.
From IM2.DI's corpus, we take into account meeting descriptors, newspapers, slideshows,
audio les with mixed channels, and videos of participants and rooms. The AMI corpus has
been annotated with more high-level information than IM2.DI corpus, but we selected the same
categories of documents. Information such as whiteboard marks, pens strokes, and emotions
have been ignored in the current environmental setup.

4.3.2 Meeting Analysis and Alignment
Both the IM2.DI and AMI corpora are enriched with supplemental information, presented in the
following paragraphs. However, only part of this information has been retained for multimodal
alignment of meetings, because various annotations lack of semantics or because they are not
interesting for our purposes. For example, although gestures and gazes allow to detect on what
users focus in a meeting, we do not use this information for further cross-event indexing. Once
the interesting metadata and annotations presented, this subsection explicates how temporal
and thematic links are created using multimodal alignment technique.

Annotation of Media in the Meeting
Meetings' documents are annotated with a multitude of additional information [89], added by
persons or calculated by automatic systems. Audio les, which contain either the recording of
individual speakers or a mix of all sources, are analyzed with automatic speech recognizers. Their
annotations are speech segments distinguishing silences from spoken parts, textual transcription,
speakers' identities and non-verbal acoustic clues such as laughing. These annotations are then
analyzed in order to structure the dialog. The new derived annotations are utterances and
dialog acts, similar to written sentences, which are further grouped in adjacency pairs and
turns. Adjacency pairs are couples of related utterances, such as question and answer, whereas
turns group successive utterances of the same speaker. Turns compose thematic episodes that,
in general, correspond to meeting topics. Finally, named entities are references to persons,
ideas and so on. All the annotations added to audio recordings are stamped with start and
end times. In this thesis, we mainly take into account utterances, because they transmit the
required thematic information although their length is generally small. Utterances of IM2.DI
corpus have been manually written, while those of AMI corpus have been both automatically
and manually transcribed. Assuming that users can supervise systems for automatic analysis of
speech or correct their results, we only use manual annotations in the current implementation.
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Videos and images are automatically analyzed in order to extract participants' gestures, facial expressions and eye gaze. Gestures are annotations describing non-verbal actions, such as
pointing. Facial expression analysis attempts to detect participants' emotions. Eye gaze annotations describe where participants are looking at. Successive analysis shall dene at what they
are looking. Furthermore, videos are analyzed in order to extract projected slides and documents. The calculated annotations, such as slide changes detection, enrich slideshows and static
documents with timestamps. Finally, in both the corpora the videos are manually annotated
with speaker's name or id code, necessary for indexing this type of document.
Static documents' annotations have been widely discussed in Section 4.2. Static documents
in the IM2.DI corpus are manually annotated with logical structures, whereas in the AMI corpus
their physical structures have been automatically extracted using Xed (see Subsection 4.2.3).

Computing Links between Multimedia Documents
At intra-event level, static documents and spoken dialogs are compared with multimodal alignment technique [63, 68]. The alignment accesses the documents through their annotations, i.e.
the utterances composing audio transcript and the tiled textual content of static documents.
The technique consists in the following steps:

• Stop-words removal. Stop-words are recurrent terms that are useful in the oral and written
communication, but not signicant from a thematic point of view. For instance, article,
adverbs, pronouns, and so on are classied as stop-words. Thus, indexing systems remove
these terms from the textual content, in order to reduce computational time in the successive calculations. A stop-word list depends on the document's language, category and on
the application. For instance, two dierent lists are necessary for ltering static documents
and speech transcript, because the latter contains acoustic clues that do not exist into the
written communication.

• Stemming. The stems are reductions of words that are obtained by eliminating suxes and
prexes and by substituting pattern. Thus, a unique stem can represent similar words: for
instance, the "view" string can represent "view", "viewer" and "overview". Unfortunately,
a stem is not equivalent to the word's root and can characterize uncorrelated terms. In
this step, the text already ltered from stop-words is transformed into a list of stems.

• tf.idf calculation. The term frequency and the inverse document frequency are measures
that indicate the relevance of terms respectively into a document and into the whole
archive. In particular, the tf value represents the amount of words occurrences within
a specic document or part of it. Thus, a word used several times is representative for
the document. At opposite, the idf measures the total amount of words occurrences into
the whole archive of documents. Consequently, a word that frequently appears in the
archive is less signicant for identifying a document than a rare one. Finally, the ratio
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between tf and idf allow weighting the importance of the terms contained into a document
relatively to the global context. In this step, rstly we calculate the idf value for each
stem extracted from static documents and speech transcripts. Secondly, we calculate a list
associating stems and tf.idf values for each physical text block and utterance.

• Similarity calculation. The similarity score represents the degree of correlation between
fragments extracted from static documents and utterances. Let us consider F1 and F2 as
being two fragments of two dierent documents. Their similarity score is calculated thanks
to the cosine formula 4.1:

Cosine(F1 , F2 ) =
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where ws,Fi corresponds to the tf.idf value of the stem s, contained into the fragment Fi .
The calculated similarity score is in the range from 0 to 1, and only takes into account the
stems that exist in both fragments F1 and F2 . A thematic link between the two fragments
is created when the similarity score exceeds a given threshold, empirically xed at 10%.
The multimodal alignment enriches the event's aggregati with thematic links representing
similarities between documents. Moreover, a link between an utterances and a textual block
of a static document allow to enrich the latter with the timestamps of the former. Although
this technique provides in general good results [68], we suggest to validate them to avoid errors.
Subsection 4.3.3 presents the alignment errors and how to correct them.

4.3.3 Wizard of Faerie: a Tool for Validating and Editing Intra-event Links
In Subsection 4.2.4, we presented the relevance of supervised analysis at intra-document level.
Similarly, at intra-event level, we propose a tool to support the validation and correction of
multimodal alignment results, in order to ensure their validity and to avoid the propagation of
errors in the indexing of aggregati at cross-event level.
The alignment can provoke several categories of errors: documents that have not been linked,
wrong similarity scores and false similarities detected. The stemming and the lack of a thesaurus
are the main origins of these errors. Firstly, the stemming produces strings that represent similar
words from syntactic point of view, without considering their semantics, e.g. "seed" and "seer".
The alignment algorithm can match two uncorrelated words and, consequently, the similarity
score is erroneously increased. Secondly, the lack of a thesaurus avoids the multimodal alignment
to detect synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, meronyms and in general periphrasis. Thus, only
words represented with the same stems are considered similar.
The tool illustrated in Figure 4.14 is called the "Wizard of Faerie" and allows to correct the
errors presented above. In the windows' top part, the documents involved in the multimodal
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Figure 4.14: The Wizard of Faerie allows to validate the results of multimodal alignment at
intra-event level.

alignment are visualized in the form of icons. When the user moves over the icon corresponding
to a static document, its pages are displayed, as well in the form of icons. Documents' pages can
be selected and focused in the main view on the left. A page is displayed as raster image, with
physical and logical structures drawn as overlapped rectangles. At contemporary, the audio
transcript of meeting is represented in a scrollable panel, with its utterances sorted by time.
Finally, the focused multimedia documents are connected with links that can be removed or
added by users. For instance, a user can create a new link by rst clicking an utterance and
then a similar article.

4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the analysis of static documents at intra-document level and of
meetings at intra-event level. The analysis of static documents is focused on PDF les, which are
automatically cleaned from inconsistencies and annotated with their physical structure. These
tasks are accomplished by Xed. After analysis, the results can be validated by users, using
Inquisitor tool. Moreover, this tool allows to manually annotate static documents with their
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logical structures.
At intra-event level, the dierent annotations calculated by monomodal techniques are involved in the analysis of a single meeting. In particular, multimodal alignment technique is
applied over the meeting, in order to link together its audio transcript and its static documents.
The results of alignment can be validated by users with a tool called the Wizard of Faerie.
After the validation, the meetings are ready for being indexed at cross-event level, as presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5

Meetings Indexing
The indexing of meetings is the process that produces the aggregationi, as described in Section
3.2. In this chapter, we illustrate the technologies that act at cross-event level, in order to create
indexes useful for retrieving multimedia information. Our system supports two categories of
indexes: stems and links. The former are used for matching textual queries submitted by users
with the documents in the aggregatio. The links are a new type of indexes that enables the
browsing of the aggregatio.
Moreover, we suggest to include additional features such as extraction of documents' themes,
ranking mechanisms, and clustering. These features are useful to organize the aggregatio and
to present the users a global view of its contents.
In Section 5.1, we discuss the issues and the challenges related to the creation of a relational
search engine, i.e. a system in which the documents are indexed by links. Then, Section 5.2
presents the architecture of our indexing system, explaining the creation of the aggregatio. In
particular, we detail the importation of a meeting corpus, its indexing, the automatic creation of
links using multimodal alignment, the supplemental features added in our engine, the database
structure, and the data returned after queries submission. Section 5.3 illustrates the opportunities oered to the users for supervising the indexing process and for editing new documents.
Finally, Section 5.4 concludes this chapter and summarizes the system's performances, obtained
by indexing of IM2 and AMI corpora.

5.1 Issues of a Relational Search Engine
Existing search engines retrieve information using indexes, which habitually are stems representing textual content or metadata. The eciency of search engines can be enhanced by techniques
that determine documents relevance, e.g. by counting the amount of hyperlinks pointing at
them [59], of users accesses, etc. In our approach, we propose to use links between aggregati as
additional indexes for browsing the data. We call a system oering this functionality a "rela-

tional search engine ". Moreover, in this thesis, our system must be able to organize and retrieve
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each category of multimedia documents. The design and development of such a relational search
engine open the following main challenges:

• The system is expected to detect and manage all the relationships between documents, in
order to allow users to eciently browse in the aggregatio;

• The indexing system intend to handle several multimedia sources, in dierent le formats;
• The system must permit aggregati to be dynamically updated, created, or deleted;
• The retrieval of information shall be very rapid for being accepted by users.
Section 5.2 proposes an architecture and an indexing technique that take into account all the
aspects presented above.

5.2 Indexing System Architecture
This section describes the architecture of our indexing system for meetings aggregationi and
presents in details the dierent modules composing it. Figure 5.1 is an overview of the system
architecture, illustrating the ow of multimedia data through the dierent modules.

Figure 5.1: The architecture of the indexing system and the data ow.
The system takes as input either "raw" multimedia documents or data that has already been
analyzed and annotated. Each document is manipulated in order to create an aggregatus (see
Subsection 5.2.1). The uniqueness of aggregati is checked, because a document cannot possess
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multiple instances. If an aggregatus has already been imported, several options are taken into
account (cf. Subsection 5.2.2). At opposite, when the aggregatus is imported and indexed for
the rst time, the document is stored on the physical support and its annotations are further
analyzed. Firstly, the inverted le is updated and stored in the database. The inverted le
associates stems to document's content in order to create indexes (confer Subsection 5.2.3).
Secondly, annotations are used by the multimodal alignment module, which creates the links
at the cross-event level (see Subsection 5.2.4). Furthermore, annotations are analyzed in order
to extract document's keywords (cf. Subsection 5.2.5). The database is updated all along the
indexing process with the information concerning the aggregatus (cf. Subsection 5.2.6). After
indexing, users and applications submit queries to the database for retrieving information (cf.
Subsection 5.2.7). Two auxiliary modules allow to create a ranking of documents relative to a
query (see Subsection 5.2.8) and to group the aggregati into clusters (see Subsection 5.2.9).

5.2.1 Importing Data Through Adapters
Our relational search engine aims to manage heterogeneous multimedia documents, represented
in various formats (cf. Section 5.1). A classical solution, which has been successfully integrated
in projects such as DocMining [27], consists in using adapters for transforming the original data
into a unique and system-specic representation.
Our system provides two solutions for importing multimedia data and converting them into
an aggregatus. On one hand, specic adapters handle documents that have already been analyzed and annotated and that do not require supplemental manipulations. The adapters convert
the input information into the specic data representation of the system. On the other hand,
the indexing system oers a media manager that allows to import and analyze raw multimedia
documents. In fact, analysis tool such as Xed (cf. Section 4.2.3) are encapsulated in the system
in the form of plug-ins. When a raw document is imported, the media manager detects its
category and selects the appropriate tool for analyzing it. After analysis, the tool creates the
aggregatus into the system-specic representation.
This double mechanism facilitates the integration of mature techniques into the system, in
order to automatically analyze the data. For instance, a researcher who has developed a new
supervised method. In a rst phase, she implements an application that is not encapsulated in
the indexing system. The application analyzes the data that are further validated and imported
through adapters. In a second phase, when the method is reliable, the application can be integrated as plug-in in the indexing system, in order to automatically analyze the raw documents.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the aggregatus of a static document, as represented into the indexing
system. For understandability purposes, the example is given in an XML format. The aggregatus contains metadata such as its type, descriptors, etc. and it is composed of documents,
annotations and links. Each "document" element references a physical les. The aggregatus can
contain one or more representations of the same document, e.g. a PDF le or the equivalent
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Figure 5.2: The aggregatus contains all the information associated with a static document: the
les, the annotations and the links.

raster image. The "annotation" elements allow to locate the les containing the annotations
and metadata, which require specic adapters for being interpreted by the system. The "link"
elements contain the identier of the linked document, the type of the link (for instance, "temporal", "thematic", and so on), and the identiers of connected parts.
This structure is used for representing each type of aggregati. They are not required to be
complete: for instance, persons recordings do not contain any "document" element.

5.2.2 Multiple Document Copies Removal
When an aggregatus has been created, the system veries its uniqueness in the aggregatio.
In fact, multiple occurrences of the same document could change its relevance: for instance,
multimodal alignment could detect dierent similarities between multimedia documents, because
the tf-idf values of textual information lowered (confer Subsection 4.3.2 for more details about

tf-idf ). Obviously, if the collection of documents is very large and the amount of multiple copies
is low, this problem is irrelevant. However, we propose to remove multiple copies of the same
aggregatus. Checking the uniqueness of documents is a non-trivial task. The dierences between
binary les are not a valid criterion: for instance, videos can be encoded in dierent formats
such as mpg and avi, whereas a static document can be represented as PDF le or bitmap image.
Similarly, information such as document's name is not reliable for discriminating two documents.
The solution we propose consists in accessing the document's content using annotations and to
check its uniqueness. The unavoidable precondition is that annotations access and structure
the content in a unique and unambiguous manner. For instance, static documents converted
in the XCDF format (see Subsection 4.2.3) have a unique representation, regardless of their
original data representation. Similarly, the distance between the utterances of two transcripts
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can guarantee the uniqueness of an audio le.
Checking documents uniqueness induces three situations:

• The aggregatus does not exist. In this case, the standard indexing process continues.
• The aggregatus already exists: it is ignored and discarded.
• Although the aggregatus already exists, it is included in a new multimedia document or
event. The system creates a link connecting the existing aggregatus with the multimedia
document or event. For instance, the aggregatio contains the aggregatus of a static document. The system tries to index a meeting, in which this static document is presented.
Instead of creating a new aggregatus for the static document, the system links the existing
one with meeting's aggregatus.
The following subsections describe only the manipulations concerning a new aggregatus. If the
aggregatus already exists, no further process is required.

5.2.3 Inverted File
The inverted le is the most classical method for indexing textual documents in state-of-the-art
retrieval systems [103]. The inverted le contains the list of all the terms used into an archive,
coupled with the references to the documents containing them. When an aggregatus is imported,
the system accesses its content using annotations and decomposes it into fragments. The terms
of each fragment are then ltered from stop-words and stemmed (confer Subsection 4.3.2 about
stemming). The inverted le is updated with the new document's stems. An example of our
inverted le is illustrated in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: The inverted le is composed of two tables. The left one contains the stems, whereas
the right one includes the references to documents' fragments.

The rst table contains the stems, the total amount of times they occur into the aggregatio,
and two values dening a range. In the second table, the values of the interval are used as
addresses for retrieving the documents that contain the stems. An entry of the second table
is composed of a unique address, the identiers of the document and fragments containing the
stem, and the number of occurrences contained in each fragment.
When persons submit textual queries to the system, the inverted le is consulted for retrieving
documents. For instance, a user submits a query. The system transforms query's keywords in
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stems, used as keys for retrieving addresses in the rst table. Those addresses allow to identify
the documents to restitute as result.
Moreover, the inverted le allows to calculate the tf-idf values of terms, which correspond to
their occurrences in a fragment of document over the total occurrences in the whole aggregatio
(see Subsection 4.3.2). The tf-idf values are necessary for cross-event alignment.

5.2.4 Cross-Event Alignment
Cross-event alignment is based on the multimodal alignment technique described in Subsection
4.3.2. At intra-event level, the alignment only concerns static documents, whereas at cross-event
level it takes into account all the types of multimedia documents.
A new aggregatus is accessed by annotations and metadata. Its fragments are compared with
those of the other aggregati, in order to create thematic links. The alignment process consists
of stop-words ltering, stemming, and calculation of thematic similarity using the tf-idf values
extracted from inverted le. Since the multimodal alignment takes into account documents'
fragments, two aggregati can be linked several times.

5.2.5 Document Themes
The extraction of document's themes consists in selecting the words that are representative of
its content. The heuristic integrated in our indexing system tries to detect the most relevant
words in the document, taking however into account their frequency in the aggregatio.
First, the document's content is ltered from stop-words and stemmed. Then, for each stem
the tf-idf value is calculated. Finally, the values are sorted from the highest to the lowest. The
most relevant words are at the beginning of the ranking.

5.2.6 Indexed Information Representation
The representation of the aggregatio is determinant for accessing and retrieving information in
a fast and ecient way. In our rst attempts, the data were represented in XML les, but they
were not adapted for managing the set of links between documents. Thus, we replaced the XML
les with a relational database, further optimized for accelerating the access to the aggregatio.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the current database structure.
Database's tables belong to four categories:

• The documents table contains all the aggregati and their properties, i.e. an identier,
a name, a type and an optional description eld. Multimedia documents' and events'
aggregati are even represented into the compounds table, in which their individual resources
are listed.

• Each aggregatus is split into tables that describe its document, its annotations, and its
links. These tables exactly correspond to the XML representation discussed in Subsection
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Figure 5.3: The tables allow to represent the aggregatio and to eciently access it.

5.2.1. Each aggregatus possesses its own links and linked_documents tables: the former
includes the detailed list of its links, whereas the latter contains the amount of links with
other aggregati.

• The meetings, people and special_info tables are specialized for metadata and annotations.
In particular, the meetings table contains information required by the browsers presented
in Chapter 6. The people table allows to store the proles of users browsing the aggregatio.
An entry of this table can be associated with the aggregatus of a person recording. Finally,

special_info allows to enrich the aggregati with additional properties.
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• Finally, the inverted_le and inverted_le_parts_list tables contain the inverted le, as
described in Subsection 5.2.3.

5.2.7 Documents Retrieval
The system oers two mechanisms for retrieving documents: the classical full text search and
the link-based browsing. In both cases, the users interact with the indexing system. The latter
interrogates the database, which restitutes a set of aggregati as result.
Full text search consists in submitting a textual query composed of one or more keywords.
The query is ltered from stop-words and the remaining keywords are stemmed. Then, the
system consults the inverted le's tables, in order to retrieve indexed documents and parts.
The documents matching the query are organized in both a ranking and N-ary trees, which are
respectively described in Subsections 5.2.8 and 5.2.9.
Links-based browsing consists in asking the system to retrieve all the aggregati connected
to an aggregatus selected by the user. These aggregati are identied using the link tables and,
similarly to results of full text search, arranged in a ranking and clustered.
In both cases, the answer of the system contains the documents matching the query, as well
as the ranking and the clusters.

5.2.8 Documents Ranking
The ranking targets to nd and sort the most signicant documents in respect of a query.
Rankings are useful for presenting documents to the users in a Google-like view. Our system
integrates two mechanisms for creating rankings, based on textual queries or links.
Textual queries can be submitted by users or automatically calculated, e.g. by selecting as
keywords the most recurrent terms into the aggregatio. The ranking tool takes into account
the documents containing at least one keyword of the query. Let us consider Q and D as being
respectively a query and a document matching the query. For each document, the tool calculates
a score using Formula 5.1:

Relevance(Q, D) =

Ql
X

wq,D

(5.1)

q=1

Where Ql is the length of the query Q, q is a keyword of the query, and wq,D is the tf-idf
value of a stemmed keyword for the document D. When the relevance to the query has been
calculated for interesting documents, they are sorted by theirs scores.
Similarly, when users browse and select a document, the system retrieves its linked aggregati.
These results are also organized into a ranking. In this case, the retrieved aggregati are sorted
regarding at the amount of links they possess with the one selected by the user. The most linked
document is the rst in the ranking.
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5.2.9 Clustering
The clustering of data allows to group similar information and, for instance, is useful for visualizing the aggregatio. Our indexing system provides a clustering mechanism that produces a set
of N-ary trees from a ranking of documents, as described in Subsection 5.2.8.
The ranking is traversed starting from the document with the highest score. This document
becomes the root of a tree. While traversing the list, each document is compared to the documents already in the tree(s). After comparison, the current document is added as child node to
the most similar one. In the case of clustering, the similarity between two documents is given
by the amount of links connecting them. If the best similarity is lower than a threshold, the
current document becomes the root of a new tree.

5.3 Edition and Validation of Aggregati
At cross-event level, the aggregati and the links can be manipulated by users. In the rst case,
aggregati can be imported, removed, and edited at intra-document or intra-event level. These
operations are very expensive, because the system is forced to recalculate the inverted le, the

tf-idf values, and the correlations between multimedia documents using multimodal alignment.
Links can be added, edited or removed without realigning the aggregati. The manipulation of
links aims either at validating and correcting the results of cross-event alignment or at creating
new documents. The validation and the correction of alignment results have already been
discussed in Subsection 4.3.3: these tasks are identical at both intra-event level and cross-event
level.
The creation of new documents mainly consists in producing a new aggregatus, composed
of hyper-links towards fragments of documents in the aggregatio. For instance, a user who
participates to a meeting is in charge to produce its minutes. Firstly, the user creates a new
aggregatus or selects an existing one to be completed. Then, she links the items on meeting
agenda with this aggregatus, in order to dene the discussed topics. The topics are further
developed, by connecting opinions and decisions extracted from audio transcript's utterances.
Finally, the user links some images to the aggregatus, completing the minutes.
When users produce such a document, the system creates the new links and updates the
inverted le with the references to the new aggregatus, but it does not realign the aggregatio.
In fact, the terms frequency does not change and the new aggregatus inherits the links of the
fragments hyper-connected by users.

5.4 System Performances: Creation of Aggregationi
The performances of the indexing system have been tested using IM2.DI and AMI corpora
(cf. Subsection 4.3.1). The two corpora have been automatically indexed, applying the dierent
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steps presented in Section 5.2. Firstly, the meetings have been imported, creating all the required
aggregati. Static documents of AMI corpus have been analyzed by Xed and successively transformed in aggregati. The other categories of multimedia documents have been imported through
adapters. After the creation of aggregati, redundant documents were removed. The uniqueness
of static documents was proved thanks to XCDF format, whereas that of persons recordings was
established verifying rst names, last names and identication codes. The uniqueness of other
multimedia documents has been manually checked before importing them. Retained documents
have been fragmented into their parts, using their annotations and metadata. Successively, the
aggregati have been cross-connected, thanks to thematic alignment of fragments and to lexical
analysis. The details about resulting aggregationi are presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: The table resumes the characteristics of the IM2.DI and AMI corpora and of their
aggregationi.

For the creation of aggregati, a PC with a Pentium 4 CPU at 2.40 GHz and 512 MB of
RAM was used. The indexing system has been implemented with Java 2 SDK [54] and uses a
MySQL database [72]. The time required for indexing IM2.DI and AMI corpora corresponds
respectively to 50 minutes and 26 hours. The times indicate that calculations are longer if
the amount of documents augments: in fact, the time complexity of multimodal alignment
algorithm is O(n2 ), where n corresponds to the number of aggregati. Thus, the alignment is the
bottleneck that, however, can be enhanced thanks to parallel calculations and other techniques.
These improvements are discussed with more details in Subsection 7.2.1.
With the AMI aggregatio, submitting a query of 8 words takes in mean less than half a
second to retrieve all the documents of interest. Similarly, retrieving the documents linked to a
document of interest requires in general less than 1 second.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented our relational indexing system, designed for managing meeting
collections. The system is composed of several modules, which allow to automatically import,
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analyze, and index multimedia information.
On one hand, the indexing system represents textual information into the inverted le, a
state-of-the art technique. The latter is well suited for searching information by querying. On
the other hand, the indexing system calculates and stores all the links between multimedia
documents, in order to enable the browsing task. When the user submits a query or browses
within the aggregatio, the indexing systems retrieves documents that are ranked, clustered, and
returned as results.
In Chapter 6, we present two browsers that allow users to navigate in the aggregatio at intraevent level and at cross-event level. Both browsers access the aggregatio through the indexing
system.
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Chapter 6

Meetings Browsing
The eciency of retrieving information depends not only on the quality of data mining and
indexing, but also on opportunities proposed to the users for searching and browsing. The
user is the nal consumer of information and the only who can decide what is relevant or not.
Furthermore, each person has a dierent perception of information, inuenced by its cultural
context, its personal experiences and sensibility, and so on. Unfortunately, although search
engines integrate more and more powerful techniques for indexing data, their user interfaces last
primitive. In particular, we criticize the presentation of retrieved information and the limited
functionalities oered to users for interacting with the indexing system.
On one hand, Google-like interfaces display few results at the same time, although users
are able to rapidly interpret visualizations representing hundreds of documents. Furthermore,
current visualizations do not restitute visual feedbacks about archive's structure. In this thesis,
we propose to integrate infovis techniques (as dened in Section 2.4) in graphical user interfaces,
in order to represent as many documents as possible and to elicit the relationships between
them.
On the other hand, most existing systems associate the retrieval task to full text search,
which consists in submitting a textual query and in rening it iteratively, until the desired
information is found. Unfortunately, the browsing task is not taken into account. Our relational
indexing system is well-suited to integrate both searching and browsing functionalities.
In this chapter, we present our browsers that take into account these criteria of presentation
and interaction. Section 6.1 illustrates users' requirements, highlighting the functionalities they
need to consult and manipulate the aggregationi. Section 6.2 describes JFriDoc, a meeting
browser that acts at intra-event level. Section 6.3 presents FaericWorld Browser that allows to
navigate in the aggregationi at cross-event level. Section 6.4 summarizes the whole architecture
of FaericWorld, illustrating how to extend the existing system. Finally, Section 6.5 is dedicated
to three user evaluations of JFriDoc meeting browser.
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6.1 User Requirements
Section 3.3 presented a list of user tasks related to meetings recordings, e.g. information retrieval,
replaying, and so on. In this section, we propose some visual and interactive features that a
graphical user interface should integrate, in order to enable or, at least, to facilitate those tasks.

• Replaying. When users replay a meeting, the browser must reproduce synchronized multimedia data. Those data are subjected to meeting's time, which can be controlled by users
using commands such as "play", "stop", "pause", "forward", and "backward". Furthermore, meeting's time can be controlled by interacting with focused multimedia documents.
For instance, when a user clicks an utterance of the audio transcript, all the media should
be synchronized at its time.

• Information retrieval. The retrieval is the process that matches a query with the content
of the aggregatio. Queries are submitted by users, when they search textual content or
browse by links. Meeting browsers must support both functionalities with interactive
visualizations. After retrieval, the documents found by the system should be displayed in
interactive visualizations, which elicit the relevance of the results in respect of the query.
Information such as documents' properties, relationships, and relevance can be expressed
by colors, shapes, locations, etc. These techniques help users to nd the documents of
interest. Moreover, ltering methods [4] allow to reduce the amount of visualized results,
whereas Link & Brush mechanism [99] permits to interconnect dierent views displaying
the same documents.

• Minutes creation, edition, and meeting preparation. These tasks imply that aggregati
and links can be dynamically created, edited or deleted. These opportunities should be
provided at dierent level of granularity, in order to allow to edit parts of documents, as
well as to modify or create links between aggregati.

• Survey. Survey consists in studying the development of information in the aggregatio.
For instance, the evolution of themes over a long period of time can be elicited through
temporal visualizations.
The main challenge of our meeting browsers consists in oering all these functionalities in the
same user interface. For instance, a user can submit a query, browse into the retrieved results,
preview a meeting, and nally play it, without changing of interface or modality. In Sections 6.2
and 6.3, we present the browsers that implement the user tasks described above at intra-event
level and at cross-event level.
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6.2 JFriDoc, the Meeting Browser
JFriDoc is a document-centric browser that allows to navigate in a meeting aggregatus using
cross-aggregati links. It visualizes the presented static documents, the videos of participants, the
utterances of dialogue's transcript and it allows to interact with all these synchronized resources.
For instance, a user can replay the whole meeting: while she lists at the audio recordings, the
browser automatically highlights the corresponding utterances in the transcript and displays the
static documents in the verbal focus. The main novelties of JFriDoc, in comparison with the
meeting browsers presented in Section 2.2, are 1) the use of static documents and, in particular,
of their physical and logical structures as artifacts for browsing the meeting and 2) the integration
of visualization techniques for eliciting correlations between multimedia documents. Figure 6.1
is an overview of the meeting browser.

Figure 6.1: JFriDoc meeting browser allows to navigate in a meeting.

JFriDoc is based on JFerret framework [101, 55] and is composed of dierent synchronized
modules that communicate together and integrate the individual media and modalities. These
modules are presented in the following paragraphs.
The console module allows to control the replaying of the meeting and integrates search
functionalities. It is composed of a remote control, a timer, a component for full text searching,
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and of lters (confer Figure 6.2). The remote control allows to play, pause and stop the meeting
recording. The timer indicates the current meeting's time. The component for full text searching
permits to submit queries to the meeting browser, which retrieves the static documents and the
utterances fullling the request. Each term of the query is associated with a specic color, in
order to help users to immediately nd the interesting information. Finally, lters allow to tune
the query, in order to search only in the static documents and utterances belonging to one or
more speakers.

Figure 6.2: The console proposes search, ltering, and replaying functionalities.

Figure 6.3: The module allows to browse the meeting using static documents (a) and their links
with audio transcript (b).

The static documents module is JFriDoc's main component (see Figure 6.3a), which allows
to browse the meeting using static documents. They are represented as icons that can be clicked
in order to open a document and to consult its pages. Each page can be selected and zoomed in
the main area, in which it is displayed with its physical and logical structures. Static documents'
structures are visualized as overlapped rectangles and can be clicked for accessing to the linked
speech's utterances (cf. Figure 6.3b). When users replay the meeting, the documents or pages in
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verbal focus are displayed in the main surface. Similarly, the text discussed at a given moment is
highlighted. Finally, the textual content corresponding to a query is emphasized with the colors
associated to the keywords.

Figure 6.4: The transcript is displayed in a scrollable panel. Visualization methods help users
to identify the focused utterances and the results of submitted queries.

The transcript module (see Figure 6.4) allows to navigate in the utterances of the spoken
dialogue, chronologically sorted from the beginning to the end of the meeting. Utterances' background is lled with the color associated to the speaker that pronounced them. The transcript is
synchronized with meeting's time: the focused utterances are highlighted, whereas the others are
slightly obscured. Finally, the results of full text search are high spotted in both the utterances
and the scrollbar, with the colors assigned to the keywords.

Figure 6.5: The meeting overview elicits the importance of documents and speakers during the
meeting.
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The overview module (cf. Figure 6.5) visualizes the distribution of speakers' turns and of
focuses on static documents, relative to the whole meeting's time. The top histogram indicates
when and how long the static documents were focused during the meeting. Similarly, the bottom
histogram highlights the dominant speakers during the corresponding time interval. The combination of the two visualizations elicits correlations between the speakers and the documents: for
instance, the histograms indicate who presented a static document or which one was the most
discussed by participants.

Figure 6.6: The videos of participant are labelled with their identities.
The videos module only reproduces videos, which are synchronized with the meeting's time
(see Figure 6.6). Each video is labelled with speaker's name or identity code.
All these modules are synchronized and enable the user to switch between the dierent
modalities thanks to temporal and thematic links. For instance, Denis is a member of a movie
club, who did not participate to the last meeting. Thus, he consults the meeting recordings
in order to discover the lm selected for the next projection. Firstly, he opens the meeting's
agenda and he nds the item concerning the selection of the next lm to project. Clicking this
paragraph, it opens a list of participants' utterances and he selects the rst one, in order to
replay the interesting part of the meeting. He discovers that the lm is Intacto. Unfortunately,
he does not know this lm and thus he submits a query with lm's title. Thanks to full text
search, Denis retrieves both the static document describing the lm and the audio recordings
containing participants' opinions about it.
A special release of JFriDoc has been integrated in FaericWorld Browser, which acts at crossevent level and is presented in Section 6.3. Moreover, JFriDoc has been used in the evaluations
described in Section 6.5.

6.3 FaericWorld Browser
This section presents FaericWorld Browser and, in particular, its interactive visualizations.
FaericWorld Browser allows to navigate into the aggregationi at cross-event level and takes
full benet of the indexing system presented in Chapter 5. Searching, browsing and replaying
functionalities are integrated in the same graphical user interface. Figure 6.7 is an overview
of FaericWorld Browser and its graphical components, which are described in the following
subsections.
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Figure 6.7: FaericWorld browser with its interactive visualizations.

6.3.1 Searching into the Aggregatio
Full text search is the retrieval mechanism integrated in the majority of existing browsers and
search engines. In the same way, FaericWorld Browser allows users to submit textual queries to
the indexing system presented in Chapter 5. The system consults the inverted le, in order to
retrieve and to return the aggregati matching the query. The results, corresponding to the entry
point in the aggregatio, are displayed on a radial visualization [46], also known as RadViz, and
into a ThemeRiver [43]. The browser also proposes a default query for automatically accessing
the aggregatio and for visualizing its global thematic structure. This default query is composed
of the most recurrent terms in the inverted le that belong to disjoint sets of aggregati.
Figure 6.8 shows how the multimedia documents matching the query "Raarin Chirac Bush
Irak" are displayed into the RadViz. The keywords of the query are located on the frontiers
of the RadViz and they act as attractors for the aggregati. The documents are disposed into
the RadViz regarding at the amount and at the relevance of the keywords they contain. To
be exact, a keyword attracts an aggregatus when its tf-idf value is high (see Subsection 4.3.2
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Figure 6.8: The RadViz visualizes the result of a query submitted to the indexing systems. The
circles symbolize the aggregati and the squares represent their fragments.

about tf-idf ). Thus, the aggregati located in the center of the RadViz ideally contain all the
keywords of the query and these keywords have an equivalent relevance. At opposite, when a
keyword is more inuencing than the others, the aggregati are visualized in its proximity. For
instance, Figure 6.8 shows that the "Zidane" name rarely occurs in the aggregatio. At opposite,
"Raarin", "Bush", and "Irak" keywords are frequently used, because several aggregati are
attracted by their anchors. Furthermore, "Bush" and "Irak" are correlated in most of the
documents retrieved by the system.
The fragments belonging to the aggregati are also visualized in the RadViz, using the tf-idf
values of the keywords they contain for calculating their location. Each fragment is linked with
its aggregatus by intra-aggregatus links, as shown in Figure 6.8.
The users can move the anchors of RadViz, in order to dispose the aggregati in a dierent
way and to discover thematic groups. A mouse over an aggregatus of interest, or over one
of its fragments, activates a preview of its content (see Figure 6.9), enriched with additional
information such as document's name, amount of links, topics, etc. When the previews contain
textual information matching queries, it is highlighted with the colors associated to the keywords.
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Figure 6.9: The user focuses a fragment of interest, which is visualized in the preview dialog.
The terms belonging to the fragments that match the query are highlighted.

A drawback of the RadViz is that it can generate ambiguous visualizations of the results. In
fact, an aggregatus can be displayed in the center of the radial visualization, although it contains
only a part of the searched terms. This problem occurs when these keywords have the same

tf-idf values and their attractors are placed at the opposite poles on the RadViz. In order to
overcome this ambiguity, we propose to use a solution inspired to ShapeViz [93], for explicitly
indicating as pies the tf-idf values of keywords. Figure 6.10 illustrates the two advantages of
the visualization, indicating which and how many keywords are contained in the aggregatus or
in a part of it. For instance, in Figure 6.10a, the pies suggest that the keywords are frequently
used in the aggregatio, while in Figure 6.10b the pie is accentuated because a unique aggregatus
contains the searched keyword.

Figure 6.10: The pies representing tf-idf values surround the fragments of aggregati. In (a), the
terms have the same relevance and the pies are small. At opposite, in (b) the pie is accentuated
because the keyword is contained into a unique aggregatus.
The second main visualization of FaericWorld Browser is based on ThemeRiver [43]. This
temporal visualization targets at displaying the evolution of themes in the aggregatio throughout
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time. Figure 6.11a shows that our ThemeRiver implementation is composed of three parts: the
calendar, the list of meetings, and the themes plot. The calendar shows when the meetings
have been recorded. The list of meetings contains the events, which are chronologically sorted
from the oldest to the most recent one. Finally, the plot represents the evolution of the themes
dened by the query. Each theme is represented such as a current. The strength of each river's
current indicates the importance of a theme at a precise moment: it depends on the tf-idf values
of the textual content contained in meetings' descriptors and in their documents. Thus, the
meeting having the largest river is potentially the most interesting, relatively to the submitted
query. For instance, in Figure 6.11a, the sixth meeting is the best candidate for fullling user's
expectations.
The users can select a meeting in the calendar or in the list: its aggregati are thus highlighted
in the RadViz, thanks to Link & Brush mechanism [99]. Furthermore, we propose a focus +

context approach that allows to zoom into a meeting and to stretch the rest of the visualization
(cf. Figure 6.11b). This functionality allows to visualize the themes evolution relative to the
meeting's time, e.g. minute after minute.

Figure 6.11: The visualization permits to study thematic evolution of meetings (a). Similarly,
the zoom functionality allows to survey how topics evolve during a single meeting (b).

6.3.2 Browsing the Aggregatio Using Cross-aggregati Links
One of the major contributions of this thesis is the use of links for navigating in the aggregationi.
In fact, users can nd an interesting document after the submission of a textual query, but frequently full text search is not enough to satisfy their expectations. Similarly, sometimes the users
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cannot retrieve media such as videos by searching, because these documents are poorly indexed.
Thus, links between aggregati are the solution we propose for discovering new information.

Figure 6.12: The user selects an aggregatus (a) and she discovers all related documents (b).

Figure 6.13: The user sequentially selects two aggregati for discovering their similar documents.
The latter are linked to several aggregati already displayed in the RadViz.
When the users believe that an aggregatus returned by full text search is interesting, but
does not completely fulll their needs, they can select it for discovering similar documents. The
linked aggregati are directly displayed in the RadViz: their locations depend on the relationships
they have with already visualized results. Two dierent cases are taken into account: the new
aggregati are linked either only with the document selected by the user, or with more aggregati
already displayed in the RadViz. In the rst case, the new documents are disposed around the
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aggregatus selected by the user. The distance between this aggregatus and its linked documents
is inversely proportional to their similarity. For instance, Figure 6.12 shows the selection of an
aggregatus (a) and the similar documents that appear in its proximity, because they do not
possess any link with other visualized aggregati (b).
The second case is illustrated in Figure 6.13. If a new document is linked with two or more
aggregati already displayed in the RadViz, its location is dened as the center of gravity of those
aggregati.
Browsing the aggregatio increases the amount of information displayed in the RadViz. After
a while, the visualization can be overloaded with aggregati that do not interest the user. We
propose two solutions for overcoming this problem: documents removal and ltering. Document

removal allows users to eliminate an uninteresting aggregatus from the RadViz. After this
operation, FaericWorld Browser also removes its most similar aggregati. The users can adjust
the similarity threshold using a slider.

Filters allow to select which categories of aggregati and links are visible (cf. Figure 6.14).
For instance, users can hide static documents and temporal links. A slider allows to control
similarity thresholds, permitting to make visible or not the links between aggregati. When an
aggregatus discovered by browsing does not possess visible links anymore, it is automatically
hidden.

Figure 6.14: The dialog provides ltering functionalities (a), which are useful for tuning the
visualization (b). For instance, in (c) all audio aggregati have been hidden.

6.3.3 Viewing and Playing: Browsing in Time
When the user nds a document containing the searched information, she can view or play it.
FaericWorld Browser oers specic views for visualizing each type of media, as illustrated in
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Figures 6.15 and 6.16.

Figure 6.15: The views allow to consult static documents (a), audio transcript (b), and videos
(c).

Document retrieval and consulting are only a part of the browsing task. In fact, users
examining documents are stimulated by new topics that protract the browsing experience. Consequently, when users consult the content of a document, FaericWorld Browser automatically
proposes new similar aggregati thanks to the linking mechanism.
This functionality is especially interesting for meetings, because their themes and focused
documents continuously change. Thus, the set of visualized aggregati is as well dynamic and
evolves throughout the meeting's time. Figure 6.16 exemplies this principle. For instance, a
user retrieves and replays a meeting concerning the world politics. When she clicks the title of
an article belonging to a PDF newspaper, the whole meeting is synchronized to the moment at
which the article was discussed (cf. Section 6.2). At contemporary, a set of aggregati connected
by thematic links is visualized into the RadViz. When the user decides to consult a new topic,
she clicks another title and the thematic space changes. The aggregati previously focused into
the RadViz are substituted with documents corresponding to the new theme.
Section 6.4 presents the entire architecture of FaericWorld and shows how its browsers are
integrated with the systems presented in chapters 5.
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Figure 6.16: The topics evolve throughout the meeting, updating the links and the aggregati
displayed in the radial visualization.

6.4 FaericWorld's Dataow and Architecture
This section presents the dataow and the full architecture of FaericWorld, i.e. the system that
implements and integrates the analysis, indexing and browsing technologies presented in this
thesis.

6.4.1 Dataow
Figure 6.17 is an overview of the dataow, summarizing the ow of information in FaericWorld.
Firstly, the IM2.DI and AMI corpora are imported in the analysis module. Xed analyzes the
static documents in PDF format and restructures them in XCDF (cf. Subsection 4.2.3). The
physical structures extracted by Xed are validated by users using the Inquisitor tool (confer
Subsection 4.2.4), which furthermore allows to add logical structures. Other media than static
documents are imported through adapters and transformed into aggregati (cf. 5.2.1). After
import, each meeting is automatically analyzed by multimodal alignment tool (see Subsection
4.3.2). The resulting links are validated using the Wizard of Faerie tool (cf. Subsection 4.3.3).
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Figure 6.17: FaericWorld is our system that integrates the technologies for managing meetings
collections, from analysis to browsing.

At this stage, it is already possible to browse the individual meetings with JFriDoc (as described
in Section 6.2).
At indexing stage, the inverted le is updated with the textual information of the new
aggregati, extracted from documents' content, annotations and metadata (cf. Subsection 5.2.3).
Each aggregatus is thus completed with the cross-aggregati links calculated by the multimodal
alignment tool presented in Subsection 5.2.4. Finally, the aggregatio and the indexes are stored
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into the database (see Subsection 5.2.6).
FaericWorld creates views of the aggregatio (cf. Section 6.3). These views are the results of
manual and automatic queries (see Subsection 5.2.7), combined with techniques of ranking and
clustering on retrieved documents (as presented in Subsection 5.2.5 and in Subsection 5.2.9).
FaericWorld continuously updates its visualizations with the aggregati retrieved while searching
and browsing. Finally, when the user consults a document, FaericWorld opens a specic view
for each category of aggregati.

6.4.2 FaericWorld's Architecture
Figure 6.18 illustrates FaericWorld's architecture, with its conguration les on the left and the
dierent components of the system on the right. Existing modules can be easily extended, in
order to take into account new categories of documents, to encapsulate analysis tools, and to
congure the visualizations of the browsers.

Figure 6.18: FaericWorld's architecture can be easily congured and extended.
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Four conguration les help users to plug their modules in the system: the media descriptor,
the system conguration le, the stop-words lists, and the views conguration le. Conguration
properties can be accessed from everywhere, through a global context object.

The Media Descriptor
The media descriptor is an XML le that associates the document's formats with importers and
analysis tools (cf. Figure 6.19).

Figure 6.19: An example extracted from the media descriptor.

The importers convert an analyzed document into an aggregatus, containing the original le,
its annotations, and its links, as explained in Subsection 5.2.1. For each annotation, the importer
must dene the corresponding adapter, used for accessing document's content and information.
These adapters are further required by indexing system and by specic views of the browsers.
The importers are useful when users want to index new types of media. Similarly, when
a researcher is developing a new analysis tool, she can rst test its eciency by importing
its annotations. Developing a new importer consists of updating the media descriptor's XML
and of extending the Importer abstract Java class. The new class must update the database
with document's information. Further, the indexing system consults the database in order to
retrieve the imported documents. The documents and their annotations are accessed using the
declared adapters. The latter can be developed by users, which must implement the Adapter
Java interface.
Users can also integrate reliable analysis techniques in the system. The main class of the
analysis tool must implement the AnalysisTool interface. In this case, users will update the
media descriptor, as well as select an importer for reading analysis tool's results. Alternatively,
the users can develop an analysis tool that directly produces the aggregati, but this solution is
discouraged because of modules reusability and maintenance reasons.
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System Conguration File
The system conguration is insured by an XML le, which allows to congure the indexing
system and the database. First, the le contains the list of all the media and links managed
by the system (see Figure 6.20). When users create importers for new media, they must also
update the conguration le.

Figure 6.20: Managed documents and links are enumerated in the conguration le.

Second, the conguration le contains the parameters for tuning the inverted le, the alignment tools, and textual querying mechanism (confer Figure 6.21). More precisely, it describes the
les containing stop-words lists, the thresholds for alignment, and the classes used by stemming
algorithms (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).

Figure 6.21: Inverted le's and alignment tool's properties can be set in the conguration le.

Third, the conguration le allows to dene chains of analysis processes, as illustrated in
Figure 6.22. After the alignment, the users can integrate new plug-ins for analysis of data, such
as clustering algorithms, ranking heuristics, and so on. Similarly, the users can implement new
methods of classication for the documents retrieved while searching or browsing.
Finally, the conguration le contains the information for accessing the database, such as
user's name and password, server's address, and used ports. Furthermore, it describes the
database's tables and their structure, which can be modied and extended for including new
categories of documents and links. Additional tables can also be created in order to store the
analysis results of tools created by researchers.
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Figure 6.22: Users can dene additional analysis processes after indexing and retrieving.

Stop-Words Lists
Stop-words lists are used for creating the inverted le, aligning the aggregati, and for ltering
textual queries (cf. respectively Subsections 5.2.3, 5.2.4, and 5.2.7). These lists allows to lter
from text words that are not considered thematically relevant, such as articles, adverbs, etc.
Each stop-words list is related to an idiom or a unique modality of communication (e.g. written,
oral, etc.) Our system supports multiple lists for managing multimedia corpora in dierent
languages and, currently, it contains three sets of stop-words, i.e. for written English, spoken
English, and French. Users can add new lists, by creating ASCII les containing a stop-word
per line. The new lists must be referenced in the system's conguration, as presented above, for
being loaded by the indexing system.

Views Conguration File
The views conguration le allows users to associate the documents and links with colors and
shapes, which are used by browsers. Furthermore, users can create new views for displaying
and previewing the documents. In this case, they must implement the ViewAdapter Java interface and reference the new classes in the conguration le. Figure 6.23 illustrates both those
functionalities.

Figure 6.23: This conguration le allows to integrate new views and dene documents' appearance.
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The view conguration le also contains additional properties for describing the browsers'
look and feel. For instance, users can change fonts, characters' size, borders, cursors, and so on.
In this subsection, we have presented the conguration les that help users to integrate new
technologies. In fact, FaericWorld's architecture is exible and can be easily extended with new
plug-ins, integrating other categories of documents, analysis techniques, indexing and retrieving
methods, and interactive visualizations. The new components can be developed by researchers
locally, without requiring that they are familiar with the entire architecture. Once a new plugin developed, the users will simply update the conguration les, without modifying system's
components.
In Section 6.5, we present three evaluations centered on JFriDoc, aiming to test the eciency
of alignments for browsing, of static documents for retrieving information in a meeting, and of
the modules composing the browser.

6.5 Evaluations of Document-centric Meeting Browsers
In this section, we present two experiments ran with JFriDoc and two methodologies for evaluating meeting browsers. In Subsection 6.5.1, we describe an evaluation of JFriDoc that aims at
measuring the eciency of multimodal alignments for browsing. The BET is a methodology for
evaluating meeting browsers that is discussed in Subsection 6.5.2. Finally, in Subsection 6.5.3
we discuss the CIET, an evaluation method inspired by the BET that aims at measuring the
usefulness and usability of dierent components belonging to a graphical user interface. This
method has been applied for evaluating two components of JFriDoc.

6.5.1 Measuring Document Alignments Usefulness for Browsing
A user evaluation of JFriDoc has been performed on 8 users by Fati Arabchahi and Denis
Lalanne [7]. Its goal was to test the usefulness of alignments between documents, in order to
browse meetings at intra-event level. More precisely, the evaluation was focused on the thematic
and temporal links existing between audio transcript and static documents presented during the
meeting.

Actors
The evaluation was accomplished on two conditions:

• Users browse a meeting using JFriDoc, which allows users to take benet of links between
documents (C1 );

• Users browse a meeting using a special release of JFriDoc, where the links between documents are not enabled (C2 ).
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All users have tested both conditions, in order to control users' ability skills. The two
browsers C1 and C2 are identical from a visual point of view, but the former supports document
alignments, at the opposite of the latter.
Three meetings were involved in the evaluation: in the learning phase, MT has been used for
training users, whereas M1 and M2 have been used for running the experiment. These meetings
belong to IM2.DI archive (cf. Subsection 4.3.1), which is based on press reviews scenario. In M1
the articles were presented regarding to newspapers' reading order, whereas in M2 their were
randomly discussed.
For each meeting, a list of four questions has been prepared. Two questions are mono-modal,
i.e. their answer is either in static documents or in dialogues transcript. The other questions are
multimodal: users can only retrieve their answer by looking at both the static documents and
the transcript. For instance, a question such as "Which items of the agenda have been discussed
during the meeting?" requires that users rstly retrieve the items in the agenda and, secondly,
compare them with audio transcript. The questions of each meeting have been furthermore
organized in two dierent groups: in the rst group (mM ), users must answer to monomodal
questions and then to multimodal ones, whereas in the second set (Mm ) their order is reversed.
Two groups have been dened for avoiding a decrease of attention and thus to control a variable
of the test.

Protocol
The protocol consisted in testing 8 subjects during 20-45 minutes. A maximum of 3 minutes
has been given for answering each question.
The protocol includes the following steps:
1. Each subject read a document explaining that "we evaluate browsers and not persons".
2. The participants ll a form with personal information.
3. The users read a document describing JFriDoc's visualizations and functionalities.
4. During the learning phase, the users browse the MT meeting with B1, the browser supporting alignments.
5. The users test the rst condition with C1 or C2 (cf. Table 6.1).
6. The subjects test the second condition with C2 or C1 (see Table 6.1).
7. Finally, users are interviewed about the experiment, in order to evaluate their satisfaction.
The complete protocol is summarized in Table 6.1, describing the conditions, the meetings,
and the questions planned for each users.
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Table 6.1: The protocol is detailed for each subject.

Results
The evaluation measured both qualitative and quantitative aspects: success and failures in
answering questions, the time required for each answer, the number of clicks, and so on. With
documents alignments (C1 ), the users have solved the 76% of the questions, against the 66% of
correct answers with C2.
When focusing on multimodal questions, the dierence between C1 and C2 are particularly
signicant. Alignments have allowed subjects to solve 70% of questions. At opposite, only 50%
of answers were correct without alignments.
This evaluation indicates that alignments between documents improve user performances
while browsing meetings. Furthermore, it suggests that static documents can be used as interactive visualization for accessing multimedia information.

6.5.2 The Browser Evaluation Test
The user evaluation of meeting browsers is still an open domain. Up to now, the researchers
exclusively measured users' satisfaction instead of their performances and did never dene a
strict evaluation protocol [94]. Recently, the Browser Evaluation Test (BET [102, 100]) has
been designed by IM2.HMI IP1 and AMI project2 , in order to ll this lack. The BET aims
at objectively comparing the performances of dierent meeting browsers and at evaluating the
individual mono-modal components, e.g. scrollable audio's transcripts, interactive visualizations
of documents, etc.
The BET method consists in the following steps (as illustrated in Figure 6.24):

• Corpus creation. The meetings are recorded in the meeting rooms. Their multimedia
documents are further enriched with annotations, either manually added by researchers or
1

Human Machine Interaction Individual Project, Swiss National Center of Competence in Research on Interactive Multimodal Information Management (IM2), http://www.im2.ch
2
Augmented Multi-party Interaction, http://www.amiproject.org
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Figure 6.24: The BET method.

calculated by analysis systems. Currently, the BET corpus contains two meetings produced
in the context of IM2 and AMI projects: the IB4010 and IS1008c. The characteristics of
these meeting will be described in Subsection 6.5.3.

• Observations production. External observers replay the meetings and dene observations
that are of interest for meeting participants. Observations are then turned into questions.
The questions are true or false assessments and are stored in a database. Engaged observers
did not participate to the meetings and are remunerated.

• Tests production. Part of recorded observations is selected for producing the tests. The
selection has been accomplished by regrouping similar observations, selecting the most
popular, and by dening a representant per group.

• Browsers tests. The subjects use the dierent browsers, answering to a maximum of test
questions as faster and well as possible. The subjects are persons that did not participate
neither to browsers development nor to observations production.
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• Scoring. The results of test are compared with the correct answers of original observations
and the browser's performance is scored. The scores allow to compare tested browsers.
The DIVA group has been involved in the denition of the method presented above and has
participated to the production of tests from recorded observations. JFriDoc has been developed
for participating in the BET test campaign, in order to test the eciency of static documents
for browsing a meeting.
Currently, the BET is in its nal stage and some browsers of IM2 partners have already been
evaluated. JFriDoc will be tested in the next future. However, while designing the BET, we
have decided to evaluate of JFriDoc with another method, presented in the Subsection 6.5.3.

6.5.3 Component Integration Evaluation Technique
The Component Integration Evaluation Technique (CIET) is a method inspired by the BET. It
has been designed to test the usefulness of the individual components belonging to a graphical
user interface (GUI). The main idea is to compare a base-GUI with simplied releases of it. Each
release contains all the components except one, which can be resized, substituted or eliminated.
During the test, each release is compared to the base-GUI, which allows to normalize the scores
of dierent tests. In this manner, it is possible to study the usefulness of a component relatively
to the others. Furthermore, the experiment can be asynchronously ran in time, e.g. by testing
a component per month with dierent groups of users.
In the next paragraphs, we explain the CIET method, by applying it to the evaluation of
two JFriDoc's components, as illustrated in Figure 6.25.

Actors
JFriDoc plays the role of base-GUI (B1 ). The browser has been also simplied, obtaining two
releases of it, respectively without audio transcript (B2 ) and without static documents (B3 )
modules. Although B2 is static document centric, it allows to access speech thanks to the links
created by multimodal alignment. For instance, the user can click a paragraph and the linked
utterance is played.
The two meetings belonging to BET corpus have been selected for this evaluation. The rst
one is the IB4010 (M1 ) that simulates the meeting of a movie club, in which the members select
a lm to project and the design of its advertising poster. The IS1008c is the second meeting
(M2 ) and replicates the debate between the leaders of a company producing remote controls.
Both meetings are in English, but they have various structural dierences: M1 's duration is
longer and the meeting contains more static documents than M2. At opposite, M2 's dialogues
are less fragmented than those of M1. These two meetings have been selected for balancing the
tests with two meeting browsers and for controlling users' bias.
Dened questions simulate a task, in which persons that did not participate to a meeting
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Figure 6.25: The CIET method used for evaluating JFriDoc components.

search interesting information. Since in this evaluation a component integrates a unique modality, we also dened monomodal and bimodal questions about the two meetings. The answers to
the rst category of questions are exclusively contained in one media, i.e. in static documents
or in audio recordings. At opposite, the answers to bimodal questions exist in both the media.
Fours questions per meeting have been selected (cf. Table 6.2).
The questions are expressed in a neutral way: they do not suggest the modality in which
users can nd the answer and, thus, the interactive component to use. For instance, explicit
questions such as "Who told..." or "Where has been written..." have been avoided. Moreover,
the questions are independent from participants' personal knowledge and the answer can be
extrapolated from the meeting content only. For example, a question such as "Who is the actor
playing the leading role in the lm..." is not relevant for this evaluation.
The participants to the evaluation were students in economic sciences and biology, which are
familiar with computers without being specialist, and no one was native English speaker.
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Table 6.2: Four questions have been selected for each meeting.

Protocol
The protocol of this evaluation consists in testing the browsers with 8 users, during 45 minutes
per person. The participants are separated into four groups, dened by the rst tested meeting,
i.e. M1 or M2, and by the used browsers, B1B2 or B1B3.
The protocol is composed of the following steps:
1. The participants read a document explaining that "we evaluate multi-modal browsers and
not persons' capacities".
2. They ll a form with their generalities, skills and so on.
3. The users watch a video-tutorial describing JFriDoc and its features. Then, they receive a
document that summarizes the tutorial and that can be consulted all along the test. We
do not provide any oral explanation.
4. All the users browse into the rst meeting (M1 or M2 ) with JFriDoc (B1 ) and answer to
the corresponding questions presented in Table 6.2. B1 plays a double role: it allows users
to gain in familiarity with JFriDoc and enables to normalize the scores of the following
step.
5. The participants write a summary of the meeting throughout 3 minutes.
6. The users browse the other meeting (M2 or M1 ) with a simplied browser, either B2 or

B3, and they answer to the second list of questions.
7. They summarize the second meeting.
8. Finally, the users ll a satisfaction form about the tested browsers.
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The protocol is illustrated in Table 6.3, in which the tasks of each single group are described
in details.

Table 6.3: All the groups follow the same protocol, but with dierent browsers and meetings.

Results and Feedbacks
The target of this CIET evaluation was to compare the relevance of a JFriDoc's component,
relative to the others. More precisely, we measure the loss of eciency when removing the static
document component or the audio transcript component.
Table 6.4 summarizes users' performances with the dierent browsers and contains the answers given by the four groups of users (G1 -G4 ). Their performances are presented according to
the tested browsers and meetings. The headers from 4 until 1 indicate the questions presented
into Table 6.2. A correct answer is symbolized with the mark "x", whereas an empty cell signies
that the users gave a wrong answer or that the time elapsed. The success rates are calculated in
the rows and columns represented by "%" symbol and indicate the correct answers, respectively
for each user and for each question.
Table 6.4 summarizes the correct answers given by users. After normalization with B1, the
performance factors of B2 and B3 are respectively 0.62 and 1.40. In other words, it means
that removing the audio transcript component from JFriDoc reduces twice users eciency than
removing the static document component, for the given task.
The null scores of B2 obtained with 2M1 and 1M2 mono-modal questions allowed to detect
a lack of the static document component. In fact, the answers were written with small characters and, although the users found them, they were not able to read the text. Thus, zoom
functionalities can be added to the component in order to improve its usability.
Finally, since in this evaluation a component integrates a modality, the non-null scores of
both JFriDoc releases also suggest that static documents and audio transcript are useful for
retrieving information.
The nal step in the protocol was to ll a user satisfaction form. 75% of users never tried
a multimodal interface before. All the users declared that the test of B1 was "traumatic".
However, 75% of them preferred this browser to B2 or B3 because it contains both modalities.
To wrap up, in this evaluation we assessed the CIET method, which targets at testing the
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Table 6.4: The results obtained by users with the two combinations of browsers B1B2 (a) and

B1B3 (b).

eciency of GUI' individual components, relatively to a specic task. The test can be ran
asynchronously and with dierent subjects. Furthermore, testing the base-browser with itself,
ie. B1 with B1, has several advantages:

• It allows to dene a reference score, for comparing all individual components.
• Minor dierence in the GUI can be tested: for instance, the size and the position of
interactive visualizations.

• Variables of the test can be evaluated. For instance, a researcher can compare two meetings
for estimating their similarity. Likewise, he can test if questions diculty is equivalent for
two experiments or not.

• It allows to test the quality of the training phase with a video tutorial. In fact, if users'
performances signicantly increase in the second experiment, the training phase was not
adequate.

6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the browsers for navigating in the aggregatio, FaericWorld's
dataow and architecture, and three user evaluations based on JFriDoc.
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JFriDoc is a document-centric browser that allows to replay and browse a meeting. It uses
infovis techniques for representing multimedia documents, with their annotations and metadata. Each module is interactive and can be used for browsing the synchronized multimedia
information.
FaericWorld is another document-centric browser, which allows to navigate in a meeting
collections. It mainly supports searching, browsing, replaying of multimedia information, and
editing of documents. The main contributions of FaericWorld's are 1) the use of links for
browsing and 2) its interactive visualizations for eliciting the structure of the collection.
The two browsers are integrated in the system presented all along this thesis. In this chapter,
we have also presented its dataow and architecture. In particular, we have focused on the
extensibility of the architecture, by explaining how to integrate new categories of document,
analysis tools, and interactive visualizations.
Finally, three evaluations based on JFriDoc have been described. The rst experience proves
that multimodal alignments, and thus links, improve the retrieval of information at intra-event
level.
The second evaluation is the BET, which targets at providing a standard evaluation framework for comparing the eciency of dierent browsers for retrieving meetings' information. The
BET evaluation has not yet been applied on JFriDoc, but it is planned for a near future.
The third experience is inspired by the BET and aims at evaluating the individual components of a graphical user interface. In the case of JFriDoc, we tested the eciency of users for
retrieving meeting's information, when removing the static document component or the audio
transcript component. The results have indicated that users are twice less performing without
audio transcript component. Furthermore, they suggest that both audio and static document
modalities are useful for browsing a meeting.
Those experiences have been ran at intra-document level. In the future, we would like to
evaluate FaericWorld, by extending our user evaluations to cross-event level. In particular, since
FaericWorld benets of a modular and exible architecture, it would be possible to test each
component using the enhanced CIET method.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we propose a method for structuring and browsing multimedia collections of
meetings. The approach we have assessed is bottom-up: rstly, we have analyzed a single
medium and, then, we have elicited its relationships with the other multimedia documents
belonging to the same event. Finally, we have extracted the correlations existing in an entire
collection of meetings. This method allows to create links that are optimal for successfully
integrating the browsing task, which is ignored by most existing search engines.
A collection that has been analyzed in such a manner fullls the model of aggregatio we propose in Chapter 3. An aggregatio contains the aggregati, which are composed of a document, its
annotations and metadata, and its links towards other aggregati. This representation is adapted
for single media (for instance, static documents, video, and so on), multimedia documents, and
meta-documents (such as meetings and persons recordings).
At intra-document level (cf. Chapter 4), we mainly focused on static document analysis: this
kind of medium can be analyzed with reliable methods, able to extract thematic and structural
information. Static documents analysis involves three dierent phases. Firstly, we automatically
extract document's physical structure, e.g. tokens, lines, and homogeneous text blocks. The
users can validate the obtained results, in order to avoid errors propagation in the successive
analyses. Considering the high recognition rates when extracting the physical structure, this
phase is however not mandatory. Finally, users can manually add logical structures.
At intra-event level (presented in Chapter 4), a meeting is analyzed using multimodal alignment. This technique consists in comparing meeting's documents and in linking them when
similarities are detected. During the comparison, the documents are accessed using the annotations and metadata produced by monomodal techniques of analysis. Multimodal alignment
enables the transfer of temporal and thematic information between multimedia documents. After alignment, we propose that users manually validate its results, in order to prevent indexing
errors.
The indexing of a meetings collection is based on two mechanisms (see Chapter 5). Textual information is indexed using an inverted le, i.e. a dictionary of the words contained in
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documents' content, annotations, and metadata. Each word is associated to references towards
the documents containing it. The second mechanism is based on multimodal alignments and
produces the links between documents. The two mechanisms enable respectively the searching
and the browsing tasks.
The indexed collection can be explored using the browsers presented in Chapter 6. JFriDoc
is a browser for navigating in a single event, e.g. a meeting. Its multimedia documents are
represented in interactive visualizations, which are synchronized thanks to links and facilitate
information retrieval. FaericWorld Browser proposes interactive visualizations that allow to
explore an entire meetings collection. In, particular it permits to search textual information, to
browse by links, and to replay retrieved multimedia documents.
In Section 7.1, we highlight the main contribution of this thesis. Finally, in Section 7.2, we
discuss the limits of our techniques, the possible solutions, and the perspectives for improving
the methods and the systems.

7.1 Contributions
The main goals of this thesis were triple. The rst one was to use the high-level information
extracted from static documents to complete the abstractions of media hard to mine, such as
video, audio, and images. The second goal was to elicit the relationships existing between the
multimedia documents in meetings collections. These relationships are useful for structuring,
indexing, and browsing a collection. The last goal was to use techniques of information visualization for representing and browsing the collections of meetings. These goals have been achieved,
by proposing a system that encapsulates and coordinates dierent technologies.
Our system has various peculiarities. Firstly, until now the researches dealing with mining,
indexing, and retrieval of meetings were focused on one unique event at a time. In our work,
we take into account the general context and we consider that the meeting is not an isolated
event. This is a more realistic approach that opens new opportunities for end-users of meetings
recordings.
Secondly, the multimodal alignment technique, applied to the entire collection of meetings,
enables the eective transfer of high-level information between multimedia documents. Our
work suggests that this technique can be applied to each category of multimedia archive.
Thirdly, we propose an extensible and incremental architecture for structuring an archive of
multimedia documents. The underlying model is trivial, but sucient for developing a system
able to manage the individual document, as well as the complete multimedia collection. Moreover, the architecture integrates the user, which can correct analysis results, validate and edit
indexes, and browse the meetings collection.
Fourthly, the new browsing paradigm takes full advantage of similarities between documents.
The linking mechanism allows to browse between all categories of multimedia documents in the
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same visualization. Moreover, it permits to retrieve as well those media that lack of indexes.
Finally, various systems have been developed in order to integrate and validate our architecture for multimedia documents collections:

• Xed is an independent tool that extracts from PDF les their cleaned content and their
physical structure. Currently, it eciently accomplishes these tasks and it has already
been used in projects such as SMAC [96].

• Inquisitor is a graphical user interface for validating and editing the physical structure
and the logical structures extracted from static documents. Although the idea has already
been implemented in other tools such as xmillum [45], Inquisitor explores new paradigms
in its interactive visualizations.

• JFriDoc is a document-centric browser for replaying and navigating in a single meeting.
Its main contribution is the use of visualization techniques for facilitating the retrieval of
information. The views of the browser have been developed for managing overlaps, e.g.
person speaking at contemporary, two or more static documents focused at a given time,
multiple thematic links, etc. Moreover, JFriDoc is one of the rst browsers proposing static
documents as main artifact for navigating in a meeting.

• FaericWorld is composed of the analysis and indexing system and of the browser. The
former integrates the dierent technologies proposed in this thesis, from the analysis to the
indexing of meeting collections. The latter allows to navigate in the meetings aggregationi
and implements the new browsing paradigm based on links. Furthermore, the views of the
browser extend state-of-the art visualizations, such as RadViz and ThemeRiver.

7.2 Perspectives
This section suggests enhancements of the work presented in this thesis, presents unsolved issues, and proposes new perspectives for future works. Three subsections are dedicated to the
improvement of indexing, the enhancement of visualizations, and to the evaluation of FaericWorld. Subsection 7.2.4 discusses how the methods presented in this thesis could be applied to
the general context of the Internet.

7.2.1 Data Indexing
Data indexing is the bottleneck of FaericWorld system (cf. Section 5.4). In particular, the multimodal alignment of meetings is very expensive in computation time, because each document
in the archive is compared with each other. More precisely, the task is accomplished in O(n2 ),
where n is the amount of documents in the collection. Obviously, when this amount grows, the
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computational time become very signicant (compare the import times of IM2.DI and AMI collections in Section 5.4). Moreover, in our current solution, the relationships between documents
must be recalculated each time a new document is added to the aggregatio. The implemented
system has been improved for importing a group of documents: rstly, it imports all the new
documents, it updates the inverted le, and only at last it applies the alignment. Obviously,
this improvement is minimal and do not accelerate the multimodal alignment technique itself.
However, we propose dierent possible solutions to overcome this problem:

• Selective alignment. Instead of applying multimodal alignment over the whole aggregatio,
it is possible to track the updates of tf-idf values in the inverted le, in order to detect
the documents to be realigned. Moreover, if the modications of tf-idf values are not
signicant, it is not necessary to reapply the alignment technique.

• Alignment of representative documents. When the archive becomes too big for being completely realigned, it is possible to align only characteristic documents, e.g. the most linked
of the collection or the representatives of clusters.

• Postponed alignment. Another alternative consists in applying the multimodal alignment
only after a certain amount of new imported documents.

• Parallel calculations. The multimodal alignment can be distributed on dierent machines.
The algorithm is trivial and does not require any modication. The only precondition is
that the inverted le must be updated before starting the alignment.
Besides performances improvement, the alignment technique can be extended to take into
account the dierent categories of multimedia documents. For instance, textual information
enriching videos can be considered more inuent, because of its limited amount.

7.2.2 Visualization and Interaction Issues
A preliminary test has indicated that the RadViz visualization of FaericWorld browser can be
dicult to interpret for the users. In fact, when the amount of displayed documents is huge, the
visualization contains several overlapping of media and links, despite the dynamic visual ltering
mechanism and the improvement of the standard RadViz. Moreover, the indexing system creates
a ranking and clusters of documents that currently are not exploited. Consequently, we propose
to substitute, or at least to support, the RadViz with other visualizations.
Currently, FaericWorld browser oers a set of interactive tools for consulting multimedia
documents, zooming the results, ltering the visualized data, previewing information, and so
on. Certain functionalities deserve to be extended or included. For instance, it would be
possible to select two or more documents and to hide those being the most linked with the
selection. Management of users' personal information could also be supported. For instance,
users could reuse and exchange their searching and browsing histories, collaborate for retrieving
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information, or create their personal bookmarks and clusters for accessing and organizing the
archive of meetings.

7.2.3 Evaluation
Various aspects of our document-centric approach for managing multimedia archives have been
tested or validated in this thesis. First of all, our approach has been applied and assessed through
multimedia meetings archives. Secondly, we demonstrated that the automatic analysis of PDF
documents is reliable and provides valuable results, in order to structure multimedia archives
through multimodal alignments. Thirdly, the evaluation presented in Subsection 6.5.1 assessed
that multimodal alignment improves user performances while browsing a meeting. In further
researches, other aspects of this thesis merit to be observed.
For instance, the evaluation presented in Subsection 6.5.1 could be extended for testing
multimodal alignments' eciency for browsing the entire collection of meetings with FaericWorld.
Similarly, the visualizations and the components integrated in FaericWorld could be tested
using the CIET method presented in Subsection 6.5.3. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations
could be set up in future, when alternative visualizations to the RadViz will be integrated.

7.2.4 Final assessment
From a practical point of view, the technology presented all along this work cannot be used
for structuring and browsing very large archives. The indexing mechanism is in its early stage
and it is too expensive in term of computational time and storage resources for being applicable.
Several improvements and approximations are necessary for indexing such amount of documents:
probably, the perspectives presented in the Subsection 7.2.1 are a good starting point.
The browsing paradigm based on links is an interesting alternative to the classical search
task oered by existing search engine. Obviously, visualizing all the documents of a very large
archive at a time is neither possible nor useful, but the mechanism could however be used for
browsing in restrained similarity spaces or in a specic domain.
Although the methodology presented in this thesis is not mature for being applied to the
Internet, it can already be used for archives containing personal documents [61], daily news, and
other correlated multimedia information.
Finally, we believe that, in the future, information visualization will play a major role, by
completing mining and indexing technologies, and by redening multimedia browsing strategies.
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